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Dr. Wick receives 2
ovations at convocation
President Robert Wick
received standing ovations before and after speaking to
about 5,500 persons at an allcollege convocation in Halenbeck Hall Thursday.
The president, introduced
by pr. David Ernest, faculty
senate president, outlined
the problems of the education
revolution, discussed campus
efforts on behalf of minority
students and related information on his meeting Monday
with representatives of BS URE, Black stud~nt organization.
Dr. Wick reminded those
attending that to "cooperate
does not imply an end to
orderly, peaceful and responsible demonstrations and dissent." Nor does it "imply
total harmony on all issues.
Only in a totalitarian state is
there alleged to be total
'agreements.' "
As president, Dr. Wick
promised that if necessary,
legally forceful means will be
employed to carry out the
true missions of the college.
"The college comm unity
should not, it cannot, and it
shall not turn itself over to
individuals or groups of in
dividuals who would overthrow and destroy the very
roots upon which are grown
this democratic society."
Dr. Wick reminded student that much of the trouble
in recent weeks was fostered
by non-students who were
subject to civil action.
Looking at the Black student movement on campus,
Wick reviewed programs now
in effect at SCS and events
dealing with the racial situation that have been held this
fall.
D
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Dr. Wick concluded by .
saying he will "continue to
look to all of you - fac ulty
and students - for ideas and
direction. "
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David Munger
will head
SOUL group

Wick calls address
realfirmation of policies'
President Wick said his
Thursday morning address
was a "reaffirmation" of
existing college policies concetning student actions on
campus.
At a news conference
following his address, the
president said he is "always
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pleased with support" of the
type shown throughout the
convocation.
Asked if his reference to
non-students becoming m-

News Cont erence
(cont. on p. 15, col. 4)
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Monday
night _
The above picture was
taken through a south window in Whitney House
during the seven hour conference between President
Wick and members of 8 SU RE. Most of the negotiating w~s done in ~icl<.'s
inner office. Photo 1s by
Mike Kirkwood ,
chief
photographer.
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President's statement Monday
(Editor's Note: President Robert Wick issued the following
statement Monday night after confering with representatives
of the Black students on campus for nearly seven hours) .

and otheF agencies indicating out interest in prov1amg eaucational opportunities for minority students at St. Cloud State
College. Within a period of two years it will be our minimum
goal to actively recruit 300 to 400 minority students for our
campus. During the interim period prior to 1970 it is expected the enrollment will increase each quarter.
The Director with the aid of his full committee authorized
~y the pre~ident of ~he_college, should accept the responsibility of creating a realistic budget from private sources.
The permanent committee of Project SOUL shall submit
within a 3 week period (December 9) a fully elaborated program for Proj ect SOUL which will include specific goals.
In addition to the above , the committee will deal with the
following points: Black Teachers Now and seek to hire black
advisors, supervisors and counselors, as well as black coaches
a nd referees.
In· addition , the president of the College will strongly encourage department heads to hire black instructors when vacancies occur.
For the fall quarter 1969, a full-time director of Project
SOUL will be employed with necessary staff.
During the period winter quarter and spring quarter 1969 a
release of time for a faculty member sufficient to do the job
will be employed.
_Fruitful e_xch~nges hav~ begun and some rudimentary links
of comm unicat10n established . I look forward to recommendations from the permanent committee of Project SOUL to be
su bmitted on or about December 9.

As president of this College I will do whatever possible, with
the power of this office, to aid the 8-Sure Corporation in making contacts for the purpose of raising money or outright gift
for the rental or purchase of a building to be used as a Cultural Center for minority students.
The steps to be taken· will include contacts with certain administrative officials on campus with my backing who will aid
me in contacting people in the community. I will also accept
the invitation to attend t he next meeting of the Lutheran
Campus Ministry Directory Committee next Thursday evening, November 21 at 8:00 p.m .
I view the Cultural Center for minority students as an attempt to improve communication between white and minority
students. It will do much to bridge the gap between different
cultures.
In view of our pluralistic society, St. Cloud State College
will do whatever possible to find the resources to recruit minority students. AUempts will be made to contact school counselors an d other agencies indicating our interest in providing
education opportunities for minority st udent s at St. Cloud
State College. Within a period of two yea rs it will be our
minimum goal to actively recruit 300 to 400 minority students
for our campus. During the interim period prior to 1970 it is
expected the enrollment will increa e each quarter.
Dr . Robert H. Wick, President
Attempts will be made to contact school counselors St. Cloud State College

David Munger, housing
director for the college,
agreed to chair the new
· Project SOUL committee
Tuesday afternoon.
Munger will head the
ten-member group in a renewed effort to make the
program effective.
According to Munger,
the first meeting of the
new committee was tentatively set for Thursday afternoon , following the official announcement of the
committee members by
President Wick in the
morning convocation
"We may have to m'~t
weekly at first ," Munger
said, to get the new committee functioning at full
capacity immediately.
Munger indicated that
the work would begin immediately to obtain information concerning monetary
assistance
from
foundations
and
other
sources. He said he assumed
the
committee
would seek the services of
anyone who could assist
the committee in obtaining
information about financial aid or other goals
which the committee will
set. These goals_, Munger
indicated, would be the
first thing he would urge
the committee to formulate, in order to give direction to the efforts of
the members.
Munger has attended the
previous meetings of the
Project SOUL group, although he was not a committee member. He has
also been privately investigating possible courses
of action concerning the
group's future actions.

Complete
text of
president's
speech,
see
page 12
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Editorially

Our view

Let's socialize together at Atwood

Events late last week and early this week concerning the
Black student group on campus indicate to us two things .
The college has been involved in a well-intended , poorly coordinated, poorly administered minority group program. and
the Black students on campus have pressed their demands to
an unreasonable degree.
.
. To The Editor:
I never realized there was
In conversations with persons involved with Project SOUL,
we have found a lack of knowledge about what others workmg a difference between black
on the project are doing, as well as a lack of knowledge of who and white on this campus until Friday's demonstration .
is in charge.
We · have been told that agreements with .Black students
brought to campus through Project SOUL have been met, and
My friends and I cannot
that the problem is one of unfulfilled expectations held by both understand the need for the
the college and the Black students regarding additional funds cultural center that has been
for the program which have not yet been found.
. . spoken of, much less , why
The meeting Monday indicated to us first ·an admission by we have to pay for it? If
the college president that not all the goals of Project sqµ~ . the Black Culture center
were being sought. If the college felt there w·a s not a legiti- will be run as Atwood is, the
mate cause for some demands, it would not have allowed the gap between Black and White
meeting to reach the proportions it did. Secondly, it indicated will appear. If it is to be an
that Black students felt a show of force wquld gain thei,r . educational center for stu.
,·.
:i{''" -~
'
...
.
,·_-':;.ti
demands.
', :·il . . r "JS
;
,, .
. % :• • dents to become aware of
In the atmosph€J!~,)n which t~~ m~ting W,:f,s be~d, t~e; (!~· problems, why put a color on
mands of the Black' students fell, . _to second place, replace<t; by¼ it?
the overriding question of the right of any group, BlacJc; or
"We are a nation of immiWhite, official of unofficial, to force immediate unilaterat;de- grants," said John F . Kencision by the president of the college on dema~s which,, as bas nedy.
Let's live together
b~e~ point~ out;.;>Jfler ~tud~p~ 1_YouJd have,tno chance _o!; oJ:?;:1 and socialize together at Attamm~. In that sense, even tfie~9uestion -of B!:fk or,,Wtnte:. ~~t wood.
came irrelevant.
,
··
,;.
•' . ,,;w,
N=,w- the college has said it will renew its effort and .com.:i'
mitment to minority students here. And B-SURE representatiyes have indicated they will incorporate theiporganitati6n to
be a c.. omplementa·· ry .. ~orking-- p.f¥tn. ~r wit~ ,,~_(•. ~jed S01:IL•,•.•'.t_ If,'.
both are honestly seekmg ~lutJq_ns to the prqble~s,ran(l ;not
using this episode as P test, or a front, then they wdl both ad~1
.mit past mistak~s, swallow their pride , and ·work together ,to To The Editor:
I have followed with great
·promote better conditions for minority studtnts and better
relations between.them and the ot-her students on campus. -~ ' interest the coverage that has
We feel that ifthe:college carries thn,mgh,on w,:hat the pr~s- been given to various minorident has comm~tte<Lit to, thei( it will have gone to its::rea! ity groups (organized, unsonable limit to wor~ out the problem. And iLB-SURE works organized, sponsored. unto resolve the problems in cooperation with ttie college effort · sponsored , on and off camto which they have given approval,, then they will also })ave pus ) in the Chronicle over
the past two years.
g~me tp their reasona~le limit in solving the prob!ew-s.I commend your sense of
-· .
. . ,.,
.;/V4',.
.
'iril
,~· . Jf'5~==:\f:~ ·; ,/ ··"'
fair play, impartiality and
your desire to print all the
news that is fit to print.
I would at this time request equal coverage for a
little known minority group
To the Editor:
on the St. Cloud State College
I would like to address our President Dr. Wick:
campus. We are PTSOCPF
Sir, you have my deepest sympathies. I have been a
(Part Time Students On
student here for three months and so far I have seen that
Campus Past Forty ) or more
you must deal , either directly or through your various
affectionately known durrepresentatives, with the most selfish group of people I
ing the summer sessions as
have ever seen.
" wedgies."
· Apparently here at St. Cloud State. the students play
Because of the inclement
an eternal game named " I, ME . and MY." Halloween is
weather. we have been unspent on panty-raids because " they're fun for ME " and
able to picket and so are
the girl who loses a hundred dollars worth of clothes is
using this means of calling
quickly forgotten . Tables·are set up in the halls and Milattention to our demands.
waukee 14 banners appear because " I don't believe in
l. A minimum of one rockwar; I don 't want to be drafted ." But does anyone stop
ing chair to be placed in each
to think of how these slogans and banners stab the girl
of the loul_lge areas at Atwood
whose big brother was just killed in Vietnam . or the
Center.
mothers and wives who are waiting, waiting. waiting and
2.
Deferment from all
know they may have to wait an eternity?
physical education courses.
A demonstration is held to tell the world that " I don ·t
3. A reduction on activity
like napalm .'' but does anyone hear the suggestion made
fees (since it is a well known
that perhaps the students could organize and do somefact that we are only half as
thing to relieve the people who are suffering from these
active) .
napalm burns? Now our Negro students are organizing
4. Equal opportunity in
to say " I want" and a counteractive faction is organselecting dance bands for
izing to " protect MY rights." but who is stopping to wonsocial dances (or a dance of
der how much of the college will be left standing if everyour own if this request is not
one chooses up sides and comes out fighting?
met ).
·
As I sit writing this. I keep thinking to myself. "Carol.
5. More steam in the steam
you could be making a big mistake. You ·re preaching for
tables at the cafeteria in
a wornout cause--unselfishness. charity." Yet. I tend to
Atwood (to maintain that
think that the cause has rarely, been accepted and is.
the food is always hot ).
therefore. not worn out. For it is only those people who
6. More Money.
we consider to have rare qualities to whom we ascribe
Our first meeting will be
the habit of charity.
held on Friday. November
I wish I could help you. President Wick . to think of
29. at the Campus Lab Cafesome magic way to promote real charity in our students.
teria . Small sandwiches and
I keep think that if we had a blizzard we would have no
tea cakes will be served.
choice but to forget ·'MY beliefs·· and start shoveling.
after our protest march to
Perhaps someone else can come up with a better idea .
the college power plaht.

Why put a color on the center?

~

Attention to
our demands

Wick has sympathies

Carol Hall

P. M. Jones

Because state colleges
do not select students by
nationality, why should Dr.
Robert Wick be expected to
cater to 25 people. There
are not very many Jewish
people on our campus. They
do not protest. They do not
expect to be babied.
Perhaps a poll should be
taken, and we should have
equal representation of all
nationalities. It's the only
fair thing to do.
A note to the Afro-American student who stood in
front of Stewart Hall last
Friday and said he might not
be able to come back next
quarter because of financjal
difficulties, " Turn around.
look at me, and me .... •·
If this minority demands
more financial aid and Dr.

Wick gives it to them , he
can hardly say " no " to the
other 9.000 students on campus, who are in the same
boat.
If there is no difference
between Black and White,
why can't White teachers
teach Black history accura tely? Could a Black teacher

do it more effectively?
Let's be equal to all students. Don 't reverse discrimination. I think AfroAmerican professors are
desirable. Let them apply,
be qualified and be hired. If
the Afro-American wants
more money, let them try
work-study.
Basically I
guess
I want
" Peace.
please.· ·
Names
quest.

withheld

upon

re-

Changes take time
To the Editor:

Taking the risk of being accused of being prejudiced or
racists. we would like to offer these comments reg ard-

ing the list of Black Demands
distributed on campus last
Friday (Nov. 15 ).
Concerning the word demand. we realize that when
you get impatient you ·ll say
all kind of things. The
black militants and blacks

use
" demand ..
because
they"re tired of waiting. We
can understand this. but any
change takes time. Before
everyone jumps on us. we
know that a change has been
promised for the past century. and we agree a change
is needed. but that doesn't
alter the fact that changes
take time.

CHANGES
(cont. on p. 3, col. I)
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Photo by Mike Kirkwood

The SCS movement was covered by the national press in
this Associated Press release Tuesday.

tr1day, r'lj ovemoer .u., 1".lol,
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~..........-..;..-More cam.pis comments~--.;;
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Giving money to blacks ridiculous
CHANGES
(cont. from p. 2)

ship. A large percentage of
St. Cloud State students are
earning their way through
school ( i.e. part-time jobs,
work-study, NDSL loans ).

A culture center is desirable for any group . It offers
a sense of belonging and adds
The demand to increase ento group cohesiveness. Many
groups have their own cen- rollment at St. Cloud State is
ters, but these groups have a bit ridiculous. SCS is overtaken the time, effort, red crowded now . There isn 't
enough space available for an
tape, work and money need- increased enrollment whethed to obtain their centers.
er they be white, black, yellow, brown, blue, orange or
The idea of giving money purple!
to blacks is utterly ridicuIf there are any black inlous in our opinion. No one is
" given" money by the school structors who are qualified
unless they earn a scholar- and willing to come .to SCS,

In our society today

Peaceful revolution good
To The Editor:

In our S?ciety today, there are a few people who wish
for an active VI!Jlent revolution. Revolution is good, but
only ~o~d when it comes peacefully from within!
Th_1s 1s what our present form of government is, a
contu~uous peace~ul revolut~on , where every person
has_ rights ; b~t -~1th every right there comes an equal
social respons1b1hty.
For example - speech, eyeryone has the right to speak
~ut they al~o have a special responsibility not to abuse
1~ by shou~mg out obscenities. Every person has the
rights of this country as a citizen, such as the privilege to
be heard, t~ _b_e free. Every person must also accept
the respons1b1hty that goes alohg with each right not to
ab~se another 's right to be heard. to serve your ~ountry
to msure freedom!

It is indeed sad that few individuals use the rights
~ut do _not accept or assume the responsibility associated with theIT.1 . These people, the draft dodgers, would
l~a~ us to _be~1eve that the draft is synonymous with
ktlhng. This 1s as far from the truth as you can get
The draft is the calling of your country to serve--t~
protect, to defend , not to kill . War is killing not the
draft! People kill-not the draft! The draft ha; built-in
p~o~isio~s f_or such thin~s as conscientious objectors.
K1llmg 1s either aggressive or defensive. The people
called by our government to serve , are called only to
defend and build. We are a defensive country!
People who support anti-draft movements are deluded
into thinking that there is just one solution to all problems - " Love, not War." This is very unrealistic. There
are many possible solutions to problems, for example,
peaceful negotiations, or war. Both of these could solve
a problem between two countries. But what can you do
w~en all else fails? What else is there to do when you
fail to peacefully resolve a major conflict in which your
very existence is threatened?--War!
It was once said that "Democracy is the poorest form
of government there is--until you consider it's alternatives." Democracy is power divided against itself.
Some dissent or questioning is good , but not. to the extent
where you turn bac~ on your country. There country
has served them, ~1ven their rights and privileges to
them but when their country asks for them-they turn it
down , which is the same as saying no dice to you and me .
Revolutionaries--LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT!
Stephen Babcock

Worthwile organizations
To The Editor:

~iss Hevenor. if you feel Kappa Delta Pi. Sigma Tau
Sigma. Gamma Theta Upsilon . and Hosts and Hostesses
are the only _worthwhi\e organizations on campus, then
we grant our mfluence 1s non-existent.
We feel that we are active and influential on campus
even though we don 't belong to the organizations you
listed .
·
Lynnn Johnson, President - Project Share
Bob Haas, Vice-President - Project Share member Alpha PhiAlpha Phi-Omega (Service Fraternity).
Dick ~urch!, Assistant Director - Project Share officer

- Ps1-Cb1

we say welcome. by all
means have them come. But
are the salaries at State high
~nough to lure the qualified
mstructors? We are not willing to hav_e the quality of our
~ducation lowered simply to
mcrease the ratio of black
instructors to white instructors .
Black history has been ignored and subjugated to white
history. Who is re-writing the
history to give the true picture for the blacks? From
where are they obtaining the
information and the records?
History, as it stands now has
been taught for generations.
Changing it won 't be easy.
It'll take a lot of time. Don't
expect an over-night miracle.
We feel an implied threat
lies in the statement: " We
are sure our demands will be
met. " Are we right in assuming that the demand is: Give
us what we demand or else?
Names withheld upon request

NSP lot open
for parking
The NSP lot is open for
parking. The lot is located
south of K lot below Halenbeck.

\,
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Students depart

Anderson passage boring
To the Editor:

The more I speak to students. and the more I hear or
~ead a!1ything written by them. the more I realize that
1~ one 1sn ·~ " left w~n~ ." one is stupid and doesn 't have a
right to voice an opm10n on anything.
. Mr .. Lar,ry Meyer epitomises my statement. He wrote
m Friday s Chronicle about " Time Out " and suggested
tha~ " Anarchy_. U.S.A ." was produced by the John Birch
Society. (Which was not true) . I just wonder if Mr.
M_eyer ~atched the whole film. which was so rudely, but
wisely. mterrupted by Dr. Myron Anderson. who was asked to give his views on the film . (T.he whole film was
s~pposed to be commented on. I presume. not just the
first half .)
I regret to say that over two thirds of the students depar~ed during and after Dr. Anderson wisely read a
boring passage from a book and spoke for one half
hour _on , thi~gs that didn't even pertain to the movie!
He -d1dn_t dispute any of the facts which the first part
of the film presented because he couldn't. (The movie
was ~11 fact~ and couldn 't have been disputed with
anythmg but hes or rationalizations.)
Dr. An~erson was asked to speak about the film.
but why didn 't he? Why didn't he stay for the showing
of the second reel? I think--if I as a right-winger am
allowed to think--that Dr. Anderson knew what' was
coming in t~e s~cond half of the film because anyone
who knows his h_1story could see what they were leading
up to. The mam theme throughout the film was that
history repeats itself and who doesn't know that? Maybe
we're just afraid to admit it.
Cindy Blattner

raid consequences .: ·

A resident assistant at
stltches to close the wound.
Midwest patrol has asked
A resident 'of Eawrence
students to use lot H south of Lawrence Hall was hit in the
Brown Hall after 5:30 p.m. in- h~ad with a metal ba~,i:iph~ ,. ~all lost $1~ *Y!O,,f rof per~
he front dobr', on '
sonal belongmgs.
\:stead of Lot L, behind Head- o
~h
and , needed•
,The third . iloo
:e. esley Hall.
" cape was damag~- .. .d unusable for seven;1l dayst; "'·• ·: ·
t ' . Two screens •¥ arith a win, ~aow pane were destroyed at
Hill Hall.
Bywhat?
St. Cloud State men who
. participated in several of the
To the Editor:
them from altering the course , rqore re.cent panty rc1ids were
· age '
Before you go any further . of world tension. it seems 1fespons1ble for
* ' .
answer this question : What inapplicable to deal with \ ~nd injut:):. 4
The
Inter-Res1
Hall
exactly is the purpose of na- them . Initiating dog-burning
palm? I doubt that mariy of conte~ts succeeds in only in- .'. Council. in an effod to demyou _a ctually realize its prop- creasmg the flame of sensa- ¥ onstrate the destructive re~
sul ts of these raids. asked for
er significance. Allow me to tionalism. thus eliminating information
from La'wrence '
~ntroauce y_e t another opin- any available rationale. MeloHill
and
W.W.
Holes resi10n concernmg the dog burn- drama and chaos cause a
dence
Halls.
all
womens'
ing logic .
!Ilob: a mob generates hysterhalls. which were the targets
ia . So what benefit is formu. for a panty raid last spring
In fact. napalm is used as lated?
and two this fall. .
·
one segment of a military
·
~_
T
he
above
~ncidents:
along
People who do understand
" scorched earth .. policy. Its
with
many
mmor
cuts.
bruispurpose is that designated to the effects of napalm need es and damages. were reportdestroy enemy installations. not be abashed or underestiagricultural ·areas. and econ- mated by being forced to ed as the result of the raids.
Barl)ara Kok. housing diomic centers. That it burns carry the charred cur bag . rector at W.W. Holes Hall , .
human flesh as a by-product It is a senseless and point- reported several incidents
is an irrelevant factor. To less waste of time as well as of injury ·and damage to ffiHC
kill one another is the human fur. If an atrocity associated and then wrote. " Is the wear
way of life--a · prelude of with napalm occurs , then it and tear on all our nerves
countless wars and bloodshed must be first realized before countable?'"
,
attests to the reality that man a solution can be incorporat- ·
,IRHC
also
list~
'
t
~e_'prices
learns one basic reflection ed. We have a tendency to
from the past : how to play plan out so lution s before we of some of the items which
been damag.e d or desa mo.re proficient war game. full y understand the problem _have
troyed.
·•~
Murder is easily attainable, we're dealin g with .
Windows--$58
,50"
whether it be illegally or
Screen--$15.50
idealistically. How it is
Albert Schweitzer once
Lock--$30
achieved seems of little im- said. '"No one may shut his
Piant a room-$25 • "'
portance to me .
eyes and think that the oain
Front door-$80
"
which is therefore invisible
Plate glass--$26-$30 :<;
There are two types of to him is ·non-existent.·· Fine. , ''We do not wanf.!o ,souhd •
people in regard to this dis- But it seems to me that many like we are~scoldt~f s,.u dents ·
cussion: Those who realize students close their eyes and ·; for damages incurreaJduring
the consequences of napalm merely sense injustice. To these raids,·· , and JRHCrep- .
and those who do_ not. Since them I say open your eyes and resentative said: '.lBdt+w"e do
those members of the latter view the true abhorrence-- want them to realize•the"congroup are of the cognitive . man . not napalm .
sequences of their action concapacity which eliminates David DeWeerdt
cerning property and injury.''

Purpose of napalm

'

-»:.

~':".:~w"
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Scotty Stone: ~Allegations are outright lies·
"Your
allegations
are
outright lies ... was a reply by
non-student Scott Stone. to
Senator Paul Ridgeway' s
raised questions. at the continued senate meeting on
Tuesday.
Senate recessed their Monday meeting when students
began to gather in front of
Whitney House. They resumed the meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m .

Before
explaining
his
reasons for the statement.
Stone told the senate and
members of the student body
present that two days after
" Time Out" he had been
called and asked if he would
be director for the cultural
center to be established on
this campus. He conferred
with the black students on
campus and came to help establish the center.
Atta ckin g

committee would not feel intimidated .··

President Wick. Stone said.
was to ask Wick " to make a
policy commitment about
Stone commented on Mon- how he feels about minority
day ·s Whitney House picket. . students on this campus. This
" We specifically asked the might encourage a black stupress to leave " because the dent to come here. "
negotiations would he at a
''Here we are as black sturigorous pace and "it was not
a good idea to have the press dents in the midst of a white
there ." Stone added , " When culture center. Is it a sin that
we didn · t seem to be making we ask for a corner for ourheadway . we asked the white selves? " Stone assured students that the black students
students to leave. •·
do not expect the college to
A purpose of the meeting finance their cultural center.
between black students and " This collel?;e can't finance

this center. .. we ·may not go
after Federal money either.
We don 't want strings attached .."
Stone explained why the
" racist book" section was
deleted in the black students'

In reply Stone said that
they are still looking into
financial aid possibilities for ·
minority students. He specifically mentioned a program
• at the University of Minnesota. This program includes a
work program , loan, and
perhaps grant . The possibility
of incorporating a program
similar to this one is feasible .
He also said the money
from the fast could , if necessary, be used to aid the
minority students if they
needed it.

Ridgeway 's

meeting so members

of

his

Wednesday the " Fast for
Education" was initiated to
raise money for the B-Sure
organization in establishing
their culture center. At Tuesday's senate meeting a. student observer asked why the
money raised at this project
was not going to be used to

demands . " We would not give
the president of a college the
chance to censure what can
and cannot be used in a
class. ''
" Wall Street Journal ,"
Stone said , " issued a survey
which indicated that 76 per
cent of black people with de- aid the financially deficient ,
gre·e s go into education We minority students , to allow
them to remain on campus
next quarter. The student
added that it would be " stupid " to develop a center and .
not have any minority students here using it.

question as to why the black
students didn't attend a meeting of the Lutheran Campus
Ministry Committee, Stone
said previous to the last meeting of the Committee black
students had attended the
meetings and had presented
their reasons for wanting the
Lutheran building. .At the
last meeting " We were specifically asked not to be at the

have to recruit our brothers
of the ghetto rather than the
middle class Negro . We have
to pull them back into the education system ."

Scotty Stone speaks in Student Senate

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Petition passed
supporting Wick

Questions, answers replace proposals

Blacks enter all-white meeting
An all-white meeting called to draw up definite proposals against the Black student movement turned into a defiant question and answer
session when about 10 Black students joined the
meeting Tuesday night.
Held in Atwood Center, the meeting was
called by Gary Printup, SCS junior, who planned to present a list of proposals to President
Robert Wick.
Approximately 300 students attended the
meeting representing sides both for and against
the Black movement.
Questions that were raised included those on
this page.

I

Why is this situation occuring on the St. Cloud
campus instead of on campuses all over Minnesota?

I

I

Paul 'Armstrong, a Black student at SCS, answered, "I'll give you one good reason-9,000
white students. This is an all lily-white college.
You see, it's not going to be like that anymore .
"There's a change coming. Lily-white colleges have to open up to all minority groups. We
are a determined group of students and we're
going to stay determined. You might defeat us
here, but we're not goirig down without a fight.
"I don' t mean in the physical sense, but is
that's what it comes to that is what it will be.
"If you defeat us, look ahead into the future.
We · are bringing up our kids with the idea,
'Black is Beautiful' ."
What are Scotty Stone's qualifications as
director of B-SURE?

Stone answered , '' Ask the Black students
about my qualifications. It you're really interested in my credentials, it would take about
25-30 minutes to read them to you.
Asked if he would summarize them, Stone
said, "No, I won't summarize them because it
isn 't important. It isn 't important 'to the Black
students. I don' t know why it should be so im-

portant to you.
"I'm Scotty Stone. That it. "
Why was the press kept out of the meeting
with President Wick Monday?

"We specifically wanted the press not to be
there , because we realize that in this kind of
confrontation the press has a tendency to report and explode, and make things quite different than what they really were," Stone said.
"A case in point-look at all the different reports and various news stories that the newspapers made over the meeting. None of them
had what really transpired.
"The stories were all inaccurate. They
would have been even more inaccurate . if the
press has been in there."
Can anyone attend B-SURE meetings'?

Armstrong said that not everyone could attend the meeting and explained why. ''You
want to know why you can't attend a B-SURE
meeting. B-SURE stands for Black Student
Union for Racial Equality-you're white.
"You want to find out what's going on. That's
why we want a cultural center. To let you know
what's going on.
"You don't know anything about me (Blacks)
but I know everything about. (whites). All your
little tricks, all your little games. We want a
cultural center to let you know about us.
What is the next step for the Black students?
What comes next?

''I know you want to hear that we're going to
burn the campus," Armstrong said. "But we 're
just playing a game that the White man taught
us -'wait and see' .
'
Stone than said the next step depends upon ,
whether or not Luther Hall is secured for the
center and what is brought back to President
Wick in the full .report Dec. 9. " Until then
we're just working on the cultural center. "

••••••••

I
I

Walt Larson, head of the
college placement bureau,
called
representatives
of
many college departments
Wednesday night to ask that
they sign petitions in support
of the text of President
Wick 's speech Thursday if
they concur with the statement.
This effort was not a Faculty Association project nor
directed by the campus administration, Larson said. He
indicated the idea was suggested to him at inofrmal
meetings with faculty members. He then took the job of
making contacts with academic -department representatives.
"Hopefully the faculty , students and the community will
welcome what the president
says Thursday," Larson said.
He indicated that he had seen
the preliminary contents of
the president's statement before he began his support effort. He also said he received
first-hand information about
the events in the president's
office Monday evening, so he
felt he was not acting on the
basis of rumors about that
meeting .
Larson said that in all efforts directed toward change,
there are still basic rules of
human dignity and law and
order which must be maintained. This was another reason why he worked to get sup
port for the president's statement.
Larson said that if the final

PETITION
(cont. on p. 15, col. 5)
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Black students list nine demands
_ (Editor's Note: Three B-SURE members along with
their cirector, Scotty Stone, and froject SOUL advisors,
James Downey and Ronal McClay, presented the following statement and a revised list of demands at a news
conferertce held Monday).
We. Black and White. exist in a racist structure. Racism has created a cultural myopia which has permeated
the entire institutional fabric of the entire educational
system of this society. St. Cloud State College has not
escaped this affliction.
As a consequence of St. Cloud State's inability to recognize cultural contributions outside the framework of
its chavanistic White-Anglo-Saxon ethos. the task of securing a vehicle for the affirmation of Minority cultural
contributions has been born by the students of SOUL and
B-SURE.
Beginning in September. after Project_SO~L students
expressed this strongly felt need for a Mmonty Cultural
C"'lter. contacts were made with the following groups
and organizations both public and private:
I. St. Cloud State College- Pres. Dr. Robert Wick and
various other administrators.
2. The Catholic Diocese
3. Wesley Foundation
4. Lutheran Campus Ministry
Without exception, representatives of each group concurred with our objective; however, with the exception
· of the Lutheran Campus Ministry, negotiations have
failed to secure facilities for the Cultural Center.
Last Spring, St. Cloud State College initiated a new
Program which has become know as SOUL (Students
Opportunities Unlimited) . Stimulated by the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King and spearheaded by Dr.
Charles Boltuck, the Ad Hoc Committee for Project
SOUL began an effort aimed at recruiting Minority Students to St. Cloud State College.
·
It soon became apparent that the ·hopes generated by
this initial response were to fall victims to .the " revolution of rising expectations. "
Plagued by lack of funds , without a permanent fulltime staff, groping in a sea of bureaucratic inefficiency,
and without a well defined blueprint for action, -Project
SOUL, Students, realizing that the Administration of St.
Cloud State College was unable to pick itself up by its own
bootstraps, took an independent course of action and
B-SURE emerged as an independent force .
In its brief existence, B-SURE has begun incorporation
proceedings ( which include selection of a Board of Directors and statement of purpose as an organization )'
hired a fund raiser, acquired a minimal bud.get, hired a
Director for the Cultural Center and initiated several
fund raising activities.
On Friday, November 15, 1968, B-SURE published its
list of demands to the Administration of St. Cloud College. They are as follows :
I. Our own Culture Center
In this center an attempt will be made to expand the

campus committee's knowledge in depth by exposing
different aspects of the Black community. Examples:
a. Art exhibits
b. An extensive Black library
c. Clothing
d. Music
e. Language dialects
f. Seminars will be held to discuss problems
g. Lectures, films. etc.
This Cultural Center is not only a benefit to the black'
students but more advantageous ,to the white students,
furthering black and white relationships. It is therefore
a necessity in this campus.
2. More Black Students.
There has been a lack of active, sincere recruiting done
in the ghetto schools. There are more than ehough qualified minority high school students ready for college
training. Hundreds graduate from Minnesota schools
alone.
3. Money for Black students now on campus.
The Black students now on campus are more than willing to go without only if it means helping some other
minority student to get training. Either award under
awarded students or give money to other Black students.
4. Black Teachers Now.
·
Black people constitute 11 % of this countries population.
A little over 3% of Minnesota 's people are Black. More
Black people with Master's degrees and Ph.D 's graduate
every year. So why then doesn 't State have at least 6
Black instructors. A program of Black recruitment
might be set up immediately. A committee comprised
oUaculty and students in B-SURE would be best qualified .
5. Throw out Racist Books
A rating system should be developed to infrom the student body of the negative (if there are any) effects upon
a given groups past history or present place in society.
6. We demand accurate teaching of Black History. This
involves:
a . Bringing in teachers who are· approved by minority
students.
b. Making available more films , slides, etc. to the entire
campus. (These too should be screened by minority students )
c. More courses in Indian , Chinese, and Mexican history .
7. We demand that the directorship of " Project Soul"
be turned over to a person considered qualified by minority students. This would include :
a. More staffing
b. a full time director
c. create a workable budget
d. make specific the goals of " Project Soul"
8. Black advisors, supervisors and counselors
9. Black coaches and referees .
~

The Black Students of St. Cloud State College

Minority program will be increased
(Editor's Note: Issued by the President Monday)

. St. Cloud State has taken steps to increase programs of
mterest to minority groups and will continue to do so,
President Robert H. Wick said Monday .
Upon his return from a week-long professional meeting in Washington D.C., Dr. Wick released a partial
list of 1968-1969 academic year programming in this
area:
Last spring the college administration established an
ad hoc committee to provide a grant program for
minority group students. The program , Project
SOUL--Student Opportunities Un-Limited--as it is call~d,
was giv~n $7 ,000 for minority student scholarships
plus Economic Opportunity Grant matching funds.
Attempts have been made to hire black faculty.
Brunel Welchel was offered an appointment in the mathematics department on April 25 , 1967, which he accepted
on May 4, 1967. The administration did not learn until
September 19, 1967, that he was not coming. A similar
disappointment was experienced in the School of Business.
Last month. the college co-sponsored a resource conference on minority teaching with the Central Minnesota
Human Relations Council. Participants included Dr.
Herbert Goodrich, chairman of the department of sociology.
A " Share the Dream '; meeting recently was held on
the campus, hosted by the college administration in
cooperation with the Tri-County Human Relations
Council. Frank G. Kent, commissioner of the Minnesota
Department of Human Rights, led the _meeting which was
aimed at securing greater community and college involvement in minority problems.
College faculty and administrators are members of a
steering committee that was formed to propose the
establishment of a St. Cloud Human Relations Commission.
The first Centennial Year Speaker at the College
Oct. 14 was James Farmer, former national director
of the Congress on Racial Equality.

The equality of educational opportunity was defined
by Robert Strom, Ohio State University professor of
education and psychology, at a public lecture Oct. IO
on campus, sponsored by the Teacher Corps, Project
SHARE and the college's Behavioral Science Associatio•n.
iation.
Three southern black educators were the principal
participants in the School of Education's centennial
symposium on " Race Relations" Nov. 6. They were:
Joe L. Reed, executive secretary, Alabama State Teachers Association ; Mr~. Rosena Willis, National Education
Association representative and former Prince Edward
County, Va. , public school teacher; and John H. Lucas,
principal, Hillside Senior High School, Durham , N.C .
They were on campus for more than two days meeting
formally and informa~ly with students and faculty.
The School of Education will sponsor two more
centennial symposiums--Jan. 15 on international education and March 5 on race relations.
Teacher Corps--Minnesota 's first such project--was
funded at St. Cloud State with a half million dollars
of federal funds. Approximately 12 interns and team
leaders of 40 in all are black. The program is devoted
to preparing qualified teachers who are committed to
education and have a desire to teach in disadvantaged ,
racially-concerned areas.
The public school system and the black community of
Minneapolis have been involved in the program . They
have participated in the selection of team leaders and
the evaluation of program progress. The ·interns are
currently engaged in pre-service course work and
working in the schools and neighborhood communities.
The St. Cloud branch of the American Association of
University Women has tentatively scheduled a special
program on " Human Rights and Its Legal Aspects" for
Feb. 5 on campus. Speakers include Frank G. Kent, state
commissioner of human rights, and Minnesota Attorney
General Douglas Head . The meeting will be open to
the public.

Wick, 8-SURE
meet recapped
After talking with many
persons directly and indirectly connected with the meeting
between President Wick and
members of B-SURE Monday afternoon and evening
the Chronicle has attempted
to put the events known to it
in some order.
The meeting was originally scheduled for 3 p.m. Monday by Alfred Lease, acting
president of the college in the
absence of President Wick,
·or. Wick was infotmed of
the meeting when he returned
and indicated he was anticipating a lengthy session.
Before the meeting began,
The Chronicle was informed
that no press would be allowed· at the actual session.
Shortly after it began, one
girl in attendance representing the St. Cloud Times was
asked to leave by B-SURE
members.
A short time later white
sympathizers with the BSURE group were also asked
to leave the sessions by BSURE members.
Those then present at the
early stages of the negotiations were about 22 B-SURE
members, B-SURE advisers,
Scot_ty Stone from Minneapolis, James Downey and Ronald McClay from the St. Cloud
State sociology department,
President Wick and Joe Gagie
of the college information
services office.
This group occupied all of
the Presidential office complex, but only four or five
students and the advisers
met with the president directly at any one time during the
discussions. The actual discussions were held in. the
president's inner office.
Black students stood at the
door of the president's office
complex to control traffic in
and out, and according to the
president said he was not
aware of this.
About 5:30 p.m. B-SURE
members asked the president
to call David Munger, college
housing director, to the meeting. Attempts to contact Munger failed. The group then
asked that the president call
Pastor Joseph Ottoson of the
Lutheran Campus group, and
Rev. Ottoson arrived shortly
after 5: 30 and remained for
the evening. He was called to
discuss the possibility of
some space being provided by
the Lutheran Student Association for B-SURE use.
John Kuester, a member
of the sociology department
here, arrived about 7 p.m. and
about that same time a group
of non-student Black observers also arrived.
Negotiations continued until about 8:50 p.m. , when
President Wick came out of
his office to tell observers he
was not being held in his office against his will. He then
returned to the meeting.
About 9 p.m. observers
were admitted to the office
area, and Scotty Stone and
President Wick indicated at
that time that some communication had taken place
concerning the problems presented.
While observers questioned
the two, Joe Gagie was preparing material for the state-

Meeting
(Cont. on p. 7, col. I)
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ISiegl composes, conducts

Review

'star of Life' oratorio

Classic comedy 'Tartuffe', flops
By Elaine Alarcon
Moliere's classic comedy
Tartuffe, chosen by the SCS
theater department as its
inaugural production in the new
Performing Arts Center. is a
classic flop .
Simply as theater the play' s
enjoyable, but it's questionable theater.
For one thing, it's construction is cheap. The central character. Tartuffe. doesn 't
appear until Act III: the lovers·
quarrel in Act II stalls the
action: the introduction of the
strongbox at the end of Act IV
is unprepared: the denouement
is contrived.
For another thing. the characters-although meant to be ex-

aggeraged--are poorly developed.
Dorine for example. Faded
copy of Fosine in Moliere's
The Miser, and companion of
Mariane . she inconsistently
comes on strong as the female
lead. but peters out as Elmire.
wife of Orgon. rallies the female
forces.
Tartuffe played by sophomore
Robert Bye. also seems fuzzy
and inconsistent. Who is he? Is
he really a religious hypocrite?
If not. is he a bigoted. avaricious sensualist?
If so. why
does he use the language of
mystical devotion to seduce
Elmire?
And what is his manservant.
Laurent. who haunts us like
Tiny Tim? Is he a homosexual.

fanatic. libertine or. alas. all
three?
The whole bit's too much.
But the play' s not meant to be
believable. you say.
It"s a
comedy of humors (eccentricities of characters).
Right.
But Moliere apparently didn"t
try harder.
As for actors. Elmire,
played by sophomore Jeannie
Smith, ·was my favorite. Lack
of knowledge prevents further
comment.
One other thing puzzled me
however--the mod touches of
Tartuffe and Laurent"s costumes. They were interesting
of course. But I kept wondering
if they meant more.

Otto Siegl, composer of tions: "Canticle of the Wise
"Star of Life ," has flown in Men, " Gretchaninoff, and
from Vienna to conduct his " Wake, Awake," F.M. Christianson.
oratorio tonight.
Free tickets may be obNo tickets will be necessary for the concert at which tained at the Music Office
the · Tri-College Choir, Met- 240, Performing Arts Center.
ropolitan Youth Orchestra
Parts one and two of " The
of Minneapolis, and soloists Messiah" will be performed
from three colleges will in Stewart Hall Auditorium
by SCS Orchestra, directed by
perform .
The Christmas concert, James Johnson and SCS Oraconducted by James Flom , torio Chorus, directed by
Dec . 3 and 4, will combine James Flom.
Admission tickets are aworks from all periods of
musical history. Concert vailable at Stewart Hall tickChoir and Coral Singers ( a et office.
Performances are Dec. 6
select choir taken from the
large oratorio chorus) will and 7 at 8:00 p.m. and Dec.
combine on two final selec- 8at3:30p.m.

Gabriel presents humanities program today

NOW SHOWING

French architect Jean- the college's concerts and lecFrancois Gabriel will present tures committee.
Gabriel currently is teacha program of slides, music
and commentary on "Man, ing in the department of
Nature and His Architectural architecture at Iowa State
Environment" to four art hu- University in Ames. His
manities classes Friday on the teaching experience includes
positions at the University of
SC campus.
His lectures at 9 and 10 Notre Dame, California State
a.m. and at I and 2 p.m. will Polytechnic College, Sound
be in the Headley Hall Aud- Bend, Ind ., Art Center and
itorium and are open to the the Elkhart, Ind ., Art League,
public. They are ponsored by -as well as several academic
appointments abroad:
He was educated in Paris
and has traveled extensively
throughout the world. As a
registered architect in Paris,
he has designed churches,
apartment buildings, hospiEarn between $20 - $35 per
tals, factories, and private
week. working part time on
·residences. From 1961-63,
your campus. Be'come a
Gabriel worked as a consulcampus representative for
VISA. an International Stutant for architectural firms in

Eve. 8:00 p.m. - Mat. Sat. & Sun. 2:00 p.m.
The Most Beautiful Musical
Love Story Ever!

HELP!

dent Marketing Corporation .
No selling involved.

Winner
of 3
Academy
Awards!

CONTACT:
VISA Sales Center
Box 3064
Madison. Wisconsin
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KVSC-FM,
88.5MH.
is
gain carrying all the home
games plus four big away
games and complete cover-
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Car Stereo Specialists

:

4 and 8 Track

:

~
1308St. Germain

Parallel to his architectural
practice are his achievements
in drawing and painting, book
illustration and po ttery. Many
artifacts have been made
after his designs in weaving,
stained glass windows, jewelry, lighting fixtures and radio
industry.
Gabriel has written articles
both in France and the United
States. Presently, he is engaged in research on the
psychological and emotional
inferences in architecture.

KVSC carries home games

TOMLVANO'S
·-----~------------------~
: St. Cloud Stereo Pac :
TAP BEER

St. Louis, Mo., Albany, N.Y.,
and Rutland, Vt.
In June, 1967., he -was engaged by Bertrand Goldberg
As~ociates to design a church
for Boston, Mass. , a unique
structure of stressed cables
with a plastic skin.

Phone252 -8611

I
I
I
I

~-----------------------~

age of the Christmas tournament.
An experienced broadcasting team of KVSC Sports Director--Bob Bursch and veteran sports-caster A.J . Marlow will bring all the play
by play action. In addition
to every home game , and four
conference away games,
KVSC coverage is extended
to include all the color of the
ever-popular Granite City
Classic Tournament.
KVSC
coverage begins
November 23. at 7:25 p.m .,
direct from Halenbeck Hall.
when St. Cloud tackles Eau
Claire State.

Backway
Open every Saturday, the Backway o perates from 8:00 until they' re
too tired to function . They offer
entertainment, .. an open stage for
yo u to .. do your thing ," ·· and an atmosphere lo set your dragging spirits
sa iling .
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Final schedule - Fall 1968
10:10 a.m.

to
12:00noon

TUESDAY December 10
11 :00 o'cl.Dck classes
Regular Room
Biol. l0l(ll)Grewe, HH-228
Eng. 162
Engelhard(S)R-106
Livotslg,(8, l0)SH-124
Comstock(8, 9)SH-204
G. Anderson(3, 5)SH-219
Potuz.all:(9)R-205
White(9)R-206
Watkina(9, ll)SH-225
M.Andersoo(l2)SH-227
Fletcher(l2, 2)SH-305
Tepley(l2, 2)SH-309
Eckhoft(l, 3)SH-311
Fiscber(3, 5)SH-336
Hiemenz(3, 4)R-101"102
Fortune(3, 4)R-115&118
Swanson(4)R-210
Evans(4, 5)R-201&202
Riveland(4, 5)BH-102&103
Olin(5)R -214

WEDNESDAY December 11
2:00 o'clock classes
Regular Room
Biol. 101(2)Gundersen,
HH-228
Phil. 215
Anderson(9, l)HH-230
Jobnson(8, 10, l)HH-228
Fischmann(3, 4)BH -232
Seran(2, 4, 5)BH-137
Ed, 448
Grunerud(8, lO)Bua. 323
Ed. 290
Bennett(8, 10, 12, 2)BH-Aud .
~
Swenson(8, l0)Bua.125
MGB 231
Sbives(2, 3, 5)Bus . 127

THURSDAY December 12
12:00 o'clock classes
Regular Room

to
5:00 p.m.

"

M.Adams(8, 10, 12)SH-228
J. Zender(8, 9, ll)PA-230
Bunker(8, 11, l)HH-230
E.Detra(9, ll, 12)HH-228
Wicklander(l0, 12)PA-101
Rendahl(l, 3, 4)BH-232
England(2, 4, 5)BH-137
D.Kent(2 12 3 5lBH-Aud.
l 0: 00 o'clock classes
Regular Room
Math 121(10)Vandell,
BH-Aud. &HH-228

5:00 o'clock classes
Regular Room

Art 121
Sherarts(l0)HH-228
Sherarts(2)BH-Aud.
Soc. 260
Moffatt(l2, l)SH-225&227
Soc. 268
Downey(10,2)B11s.127
MGB 430
Skalbeck( 8, 12 )Bus. 323
Soc. Sci. 320
Hellwig(9, ll)SH-228
Stensland(2, 3 )HH-230
Math. 221
Meyer(8, ll)BH-137
Math 224
VanAkin(8, -il)BH-232

1:00 o'clock classes
Regular Room

to
7:50 p.m.

8:10 p.m.
to
10:00 p. m.

Eng. 124
White(8)R-101
Regnier(9)R-102
G. Anderson(9)R-115
Potuzak(l0)R-118
J . Brunckhorst(ll)R-201
Leja(ll)R-202
Dale(ll)R-215
Varnum(12)R-218
Bovee(12)SH-124
Cairns(l)SH-131
Raj(2)SH-201
L. VanPelt(2)SH-204
Syverud(2)SH-219
R. Thompson(3)SH-221
G. Swanson(3)SH -225
Melton( 4 )BH -103
Chem. 211
Carpenter(8, 2)BH-137
Chem. 291
Laakso(l0)BH-102
Nickles(l)BH-203
Ed. 459
ParkCl0 12lSH-304

Meeti-ng
(Cont. from p. 5 )

ment which Dr. Wick reieased later. While the pair
was being questioned , each
read the copy of the statement which the President released and after both had approved it, Gagie made copies
for the press. These were released upon their completion.
The meeting ended about
9:45 p.m ..

classrooms as scheduled.
1. The 3 4 and 5 credit c011rses listed below (not all sections In some classes) have final examinations
on the day and hour and In the room scheduled. Numbers in parentheses indicate the time the class

baa met dttring the quarter .
Acct. 241
Am . St. 101
Am.St. 102
Art 121
Art 296
Biol. 101
Biol. 326
B. E. 309

Chem. 211
Chem. 223
Chem . 291
E.Sci . 206
Econ . 273
Econ. 274
Ed . 200
Ed. 290

Ed . 312
Ed. 447
Ed. 448
Ed. 455
Ed. 456
Ed. 457
Ed. 459
Eng. 124

Eag.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
E~.
Hist.

162
Hist. 142
172
I.E. 110
263
I.E. 192
264
I. E. 321
265
M. F . 260
432 -532 II. F . 440
452
M.F. 444
141 M.F. 468

M.G . B. 220
M.G.B. 231
M.G . B. 314
M.G.B. 430
M.G.B. 435
Math 121
Math 221
Math 224

Math 240
Math 241
Math 429
PbU. 215
Phys . 327
Pol.Sc. 281
Pol. Sc. 382
Psy . 121

Psy. 250
Psy . 262
Soc.Sc . 104
Soc.Sc . 320
Soc. 260
Soc. 268
Soc. 269
Sp. 161

8. Some examinatloos will be monitored by other than the regular Instructor .
9. In a few instances an adjacent overflow room or rooms will be provided and separately monitored.
Example: Moffatt'• Soc. 260(12, I) will meet in Sff-225li227 at 3:10 p.m. Monday, December 9 .

KEY to Room Numbers: BH
PA

3: 00 o'clock classes
Regular Room
Biol. 101(3)Grether,HH-228

4: 00 o'clock classes
Regular Room

l

N. Thompson(l2, l)SH-228
Am. St. 102
Peterson(l0, 12)SH-225
Acct. 241
Bower(8, 9)BH-232
Olsberg(ll, 2)BH-137
Nellermoe(l2, l)BH-Aud.
McLean(3 , 5)HH-228
Sundhy(4)Bus . 323
Art 296
Korte(8, 9, 10, ll)BH-102
Gutteter(l2, 1, 2, 3)HH-230
Sykora(4, 5)HH-116
MGB 435
Ball(9, 3)SH-124
Eng. 452
RvlanderCl0 lllR-101
IHist . 141
Acrea(8, 9)HH-228
Smith(9, 12)BH-137
Gambill(l0, 2)SH-329&336
Peterson(l0, ll)BH-232
Hist. 142
Gruver(8, 9)SH-124&129
Medler(12, 3 )SH -22 8
Otto(l, 5)SH-214&215
Metcalf(4, 5)SH 221&223
IE 321
Whltt(l0, 2)R-201
Psv. 262
Annadale(8, 12, 3)BH-Aud.
M. Petersen(l0, l)R-101&102
Craik(ll, 5)R-115&118
Soc. 269
Kuester(3, 4)HH-230
Math 429
Bird(l0, 3)BH-102

6 . All 3 4 and 5 credit courses NOT listed in number 7 below have final examinations In their regular

11. Evening class examinations will be held in their regular classroom unless otherwise indicated.
Check with instructor.

<'

Am. St. 101

4. Each instructor will indicate the day, hour and room for the examination for his classes during the
week preceding the final examination week.

l O. In the event of conflicts (2 examinations scheduled for the same hour) the course with the lower
number will take precedence In the schedule. On Monday at 10:10 a . m., a student taking both
Art 121 and Ed. 200 would take the Art 121 exam at the scheduled time and make arrangements
to take the Ed. 200 exam at another time. In all conflicts the student will make arrangement& with
the Instructor for taking the exam. Only In the case of examination conflict or ',rardablp" (aa
determined by the Director of Academic Services, SH-112) will there be deviation from the scbecltle.

-

Eng. 263
Meinz(8, 11, l)HH-228
L. Voelker(9, 10, 12)BH-137
Dale(l, 3)SH-228
Martin(2, 4, 12)Bus.127
McCalib(3)R-101
Eng. 264
Perkins(8)R-102
R. Thompson(l0)R-115
M. Anderson(l)R-118
Brunckhorst(2, 5)BH-232
Syverud(4)R-201

6:00 p.m.

from this schedule must have the prior approval of th e depa,rtment chairman and the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

5. All 1 and 2 credit course final examinations will be held on the last regular class meeting of the
course before final examination week except Ind . Educ. 321.

IE 110
Lacroix(l0)HH-116
Gimmel(8)SH - 219
Torborg(lO)SH - 124
IE 192
Lauda(9, l)HH-228
Wood(l,S)HH-230
Gimmel(ll, 3)BH-137
Econ . 273
Yoho(9, ll)BH-232
Glelsner(l, 3, 5)BH-Aud.
Econ . 274
Wesley(l, 4)SH-228
Ed. 447
BJorldun(9, 12)SH-305&309
Johnson(9, 10, 12)Bus. 127
MF 468
Barghout(9, ll)Bus. 323

~

3:10 p.m.

1. Instructors are expected to use th e examination period assigned for th eir classe s; any deviations

3. Generally, it is expected that examinations will be comprehensive. cove ring the eotire quarter's work.

MONDAY December 9
8:00 o'clocJ< classes
Regular Room
Math 121, Leitch,
BH-Aud. &HH -22 8
Art 121
Beck(9)HH-228
Beck(l)BH-Aud.
MF 260
Pierce(8, l0)SH-228
Hirt(9,3,5)BH-137
MF 440
Crockett(2, 4)Bua.127
Ed. 200
Farrah(9, l0)SH-219
Phys. 327
James(9, 2 )BH -232

~
J. Anderson(8)R-2
C. Varnum(l0, l)R-215&218
Syverud(5)BH-101

1:00 p . m.
to
2:50 p.m.

1968

2. All 4 and 5 credit course examinations will be l hour a.nd 50 minutes; 3 credit - 1 hour and 20
minutes; 2 credit - 50 minutes. This does not mean that all students will require the maximum time.

FALL Quarter FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE -- December 9-12. 1968
Time of
EXAM
8:00 a.m.
to
9:50 a.m.

FALL Quarter FINAL EXAMINATION SCHED ULE -- December 9-12

It is the responsibility of both students and faculty to study carefully the following instructions.

Psy. 121
Boltuck(l2 )BH-Aud.
Miller(3 )HH -22 8
Luker(8), Mertens(9),
Anderson(4), Gimpl(5),
SH-Aud.
Biol. 326
Goehring(l0, 12)BH-232
Peterson(!, 2, 3)BH-1 37
Eng . 265
E. VanPelt(9, ll)R-101
Falk(4)R-106
Eng. 432-532
Hansen(l0 , 6W)R-102
Ed . 455
Coulter(8)SH -124&228

9:00 o'clock classes
Regular Room
Math 121(9)Anderson,
BH-Aud. &HH-228
Chem. 223(9lDendine:er BH-236
Soc.Sci. 104
R. Nelson(8, 9, ll)BH-Aud.
Wolfer(8, 9, 12)PA-230
J. Harper(l0, 11, l)HH-228 •
Stensland(ll, 12)SH-304. 5&
305
.
Hellwig(l, 2)BH-137
Craik(ll, 2, 3)SH-336&325
Hott(3)SH-131
Burick(2, 4, S)SH-225&227
Olesen(l, 4, 5)SH-309&3ll
Pol. Sci. 281
Jones(8, 3, 4)SH-221&223
Saffell(9, 2)SH-219
Pol. Sci. 382
Becker(ll, 3 )HH-230
Math 240
Hicklin(8, ll)BH-232
Ed. 457
Bavery(ll, 5)Bus . 127
Swenson(3, 4)SH-228
Math 121
Monico(12, 2)BH-Aud.
Math 241
.
Leung(l0, 2)BH-137
MGB 314
Litecky(9, ll)Bus.127
Ed. 456
Purdom(9, 2)HH-228
-Neale(8, l)SH-228

E.S . 206
Anderson(!, 4)BH-Aud.
MGB 220
Stahlecker(8, ll)Bus.127
Hanafy(l0, 5)SH-228
Meyers(2, 4JHH -230
B. E. 309
Reha(l0, 2)SH-124
Ed . 312
Olson(8, 4)SH-315. 5
Psy. 250
Gimpl(12, 4)HH-22.8

= Brown Hall, Bus . = Business Building, HH =Headley Hall,
= Performing Arts BuUding, R =Riverview Building, SH =Stewart Hall.

Recreation program now
open in Halenbeck, Eastman
The Recreation program, open during Thanksgiving
open- to all SCS students and break and ends Dec. 6.
Halenbeck Hall will be
faculty, are in effect and will
open for general recreation
run through Dec. 8.
All recreation facilities and Nov. 24 and Dec. 8 from 9
equipment in Eastman and a.m.-4 p.m. Swimming area
Halenbeck Halls are open to is open Mondays and Wednesstudents upon presentation days from 7-9 p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays, 2-4 p.m.
of an ID card.
The recreation program is
Eastman Hall will be open
Mondays, Wednesdays and scheduled during times left
Fridays from 6-9:30 p.m . be- open by Intercollegiate pro.ginning today and from _9 grams. The Winter quarter
-a .m .-4 p.m. Nov. 23 and Dec. schedule will be published in
7. The facilities will not be a later edition of the Chronicle.

as~are...
ungry

S,qmtu.tft-:=
CROSSROADS CEN.T ER

ATTENTION

. CLEAN, SAFE, WELL LIGHTED PRIVATE
PARKING LOT 5 SIZES OF WASHERS
FROM 20c to soc-DOLLAR BILL CHANGER

New Colonial Coin
!v~~l~dry

WEST ACROSS ..

FROM MILLER SHOPPING CENTER

SKI CLUB
MEMBERS
There will be a Ski Club Meeting Monday Nov. 25 in
Headly Hall Aud . at 6 :00 p.m. This will be the last
time deposits for the Lutsen Trip Jan . 10, 11 , & 12
will be taken. There are thirty spaces left and will be
filled on a first come. first served bases.
There will also be a movie following the meeting .

Open house Tuesday

New TV service
lets cameras roll
Lights! -Camera! Action!
This familiar phrase is now a
part of St. Cloud State, as the
Performing arts television
began its service to the area
last weekend .
The studios for the service are located in the basement of the new performing
arts building in a six room
complex. The facilities are
comparable to many small
commercial stations, with
three black and white earneras, complete audio facilities
and video taping and film
viewing equipment. The service began operation by video
taping a high school speech
contest held here last weekend.
The main . purpose of the
facilities is to train Radio
and Television majors in actual operation of a television
station and in putting together and broadcasting programs. Presently only closed
circuit video taping is done
for later rebroadcast on other stations .
i'he service does not have a
transmitter , and is not at
thls time licensed to broadcast. Future plans however.
include regular programming ,

......, .....
. Pictured above is equipment

·································································~..,

THE TYPEWRITER SHOP

St. Cloud 's Largest Sele ction of Port able Type w ri ters

STUDENT RENTAL RATES
1 51 0 St . Germain

1'arallels' accepting
art, poetry, fiction ,now ,

The
1968-1969 Parallels
is now accepting material for
publication. Materials can be
now installed in the new tele- turned in to these people :
vision facility in the Perform- Dr. Howard Russell or Dr.
ing Arts Center. Open house Marvin Thompson in their
offices in the Riverview
is Nov. 46.
Building for poetry and f iction, and for art to Ted Sherarts or Doug Sherman at
Headley Hall.
The tentative deadline for
turning in manuscripts is Jan.
15. The students submitting
material are urged to turn
in as much material as they
Minnesota National
wish, because the editors
Life Insurance Co.
are looking for a great
variety to select from .
COLLEGE EXECUTIVE
When the students turn
in poetry or fiction, the
editors wish them to put the
Guaranteed by a top company
material in a self-addressed
folder or envelope.
No war r;laf..!se
The magazine comes out
during the spring quarter
Exclusive benefits at special
of 1969.
The editors are
rates
now trying to get an expanded
Premium deposits deferred until budget in order to attempt
some innovations with the
you are out of school
magazine ; the editors will
'The Perfect Plan
make Parallels more lively
For The College Mann "
and appealing to all students,
not just English and Art
91 8 St. Germain
majors .
252 -9482
~

M

NL

Plaza Buicl<, Inc.
YOUR BUICK A/VD e~

6i'i
~

OPEL DEALER

37th and Division Street

to be presented on the cable
television system now being
installed in the .city, and in
later years " open air broadcasting."
Performing Arts Television will provide service to
the entire college , while
providing training . for students . Plans are to video
tape such things as plays ,
sporting events and class
room lectures for at-home
classes. According to James
Pehler, the college has been
video taping classes for
broadcast on channel 7, but
taping had to be done in
loaned studios in Minneapolis.
" On the air or not, it is
very gratifying to see a plan
grow from what it was when
I came to what it is now,'
said E. Scott Bryce , head of
the Radio Television department. " We began with one
tape recorder and a $50 a year
budget. Now the budget for
the radio station alone is over
$10,000.
Open house at the new facilities will . be held Tuesday,
Nov. 26 , from 2 to 5 p.m. Coffee and donuts will be served
to all faculty and students
who wish to see the facilities.

-~

St . Cloud. Minn .

Any questions concerning

Parallels can be addressed
to Richard Gove, 507 Shoemaker ;
Merle
Kessler,
203 Case ; or Doug Sherman
2103 Benton Hall.

Dr. Fuyet
named foreign
language head
· Appointment of Dr. Herve·
Fuyet, as chairman of the depart~ent o( foreign language
at St.. Cloud State has been
announced by Dr. Robert H.
Wick, president.
His appointment,· effective
Oct. 14, was recommended by
Dr. G. Theodore Mitau,
chancellor of the Minnesota
State College System.
Fuyet, who has been serving as acting chairman of the
department since 1967, received a B.A. degree in 1955
from the University of Paris
and M.A . in 1962 and Ph.D.
in 1966 from the University of
Montreal.
A native of Paris, France,
he joined the SCS faculty in
1966. Fuyet taught language
and literature at Sir George
William's University, 1961-63
and 1965-66, and at College
Michele Provost, 1960-62,
both in Montreal.
At SGS, foreign language
instruction is offered in
French, German and Spanish .
Fu yet indicated that Russian
would be added to the department's offerings next fall.
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Shoe Hall reviews parking
Shoemaker Halls' parking
privileges are as follows:
Shoemaker Driveway-4: 30
. -12- p.m. for a limit of 15
minutes . a ) This is the area
north of west Shoe and west
of north Shoe. b ) It is to be
used for loading and unloading and short stops. c) It is
not to be used at any other
time than those specified.
Ninth Street-Anytime for
a limit of 30 minutes . This is
the street just north of Shoemaker. However , the south
side is the only side to be
used .
" H' ' Parking Lot-5-12
p.m . weekdays, 7 a.m .-12
p.m. weekends. a ) Beacuse H
lot is a faculty parking lot and
because of the necessity of
snow removal , these time
limits must be respected . b )

There will be no overnight
parking in this lot.

A violator of these privileges may receive parking
violation ticket or may have
his car towed away at his expense .

College
·t·Chronicle
The

Pub li, hed T uesdays a nd Fridayi.
thro ugho ut th e sc hoo l yea r except
for vaca ti o n pe.io ds. Seco nd class
pos tage paid a t St. Clou°d, Minn .
Students subsc ript io n taken fr o m the
stu dent ac tivi ty f.un d . Mail s ubscriptinn r,.te is $1.50 per quarter o r
S,1.00 per academic year.
Opinions · expre ssed
o n the
C h rnnick Editnrial page a re th ose o f
the editoria l hoa rd . They do not
nccc"uril! reflect the views o f the
,tudcnt h,>d! , facult y o r adm in ist ra ti,> n.
Edi to r-in-C hief .
. Thomas Meinz
/\s,m·i:1te editnr .

DR. M.A. NEUMANN

'The Heart is a Lonely Hunter'
By Elaine Alarcon
" The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter," a film based on the
story by Carson McCullers, is
either ·
o film or its .
"schmaltzy~"

To avoid the congestion of
partial registration that occurs each quarter Keith
Rauch and his staff have established a schedule of times,
on an alphabetical basis.
This experiment will be
conducted during following
quarters with priority being
given to different alphabetical sections each quarter . The
following schedule will be observed this quarter:
·A-E Monday Nov . 25-8:00
-12 :00
F-K Monday No . 25-1:00
-4:30.
L-O Thuesday Nov. 26-8:00
-12 :00.
P-U Tuesday Nov. 26-1 :00
-4 :00.
V-Z Wednesday Nov. 278:00-12:00.
If anyone do.e s not register
during his assigned period, he
may do so at his convenience
any other time from Wednesday, Nov . 27, 1 p.m. until next
quarter begins.

FITZHARRIS SKI
HAUS

OPTOMETRIST
• CONTACT LENSES
• EVES EXAMINED
• GLASSES FITTED
815 St. Germain
251 -4911

THIS WEEK'S VIEW FROM THE CORNER is Kathi
Oja, an art major from Bloomington. Kathi has blue eyes
and red hair. She enjoys sk iing, horsebackriding, reading
and painting.

. Carol Stephen,

Busi ness Mana!!er Rohcrt Lu11d4u is t

Register during
assigned period

St. Cloud's Complete Ski Shop

They seem stereotyped and
the plot a little contrived.
What's more , Singer's death
hardly
seems
justified.
. The film acks p_oetry and "'
the actors a're victmis of a
poor script.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FEATURING:

Depicting the loneliness
of a warmhearted deaf-mute
who is involved with many
people (but no one is involved with him ), the tale
has plenty of emotion.
_P erhaps that's the problem. The film comes near
to being a soapbox opera .
The hardships and young
love of the musical genius ,
Mick and the blacks ' hatred
Excellent position availof whites· and Uncle Toms
able with educationally
. are interesting. , But I asked
oriented organization.
myself if they were old
stuff -and · really functional ·
to our u_n derstanding of Sing- .Prefer full time, however,
·e r the deaf-mute,
we will consider • a part . :
.···,They iry :to .'bf. But they . timestudent'.
.
· ,. :
1
. only clutter he •f_ilm. What's
needecl is an intensive ·study
.
:;
·. : ,~f Singer anti his.relationship • ~
. to tfie other characters.
What happens is a survey
Ser;id resu~ _to
of several lives plus Singer's,
C. M. E. R D.
lt . almost ceases to be his
story . The plot lacks focus .
531 Lincoln Ave . S.E.
The characters evolve out
or call 252 -0832
of the plot, not vice versa . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I

HEAD
H~RT
HOLZNER

WANTED
Secretary or
Reporter

..

HOCK LAND·
NORDICA
RAICHLE

Sa.nico and Comfy Jackets
Duofold Underwear & T-Shirts
Beconta Pants, Hats, Socks

The Filling
· Station
::.:...
.

Reg .

Prem.

9
' 2·7

JO&

. : ,, ACROSS FROM ·WJON

COMPLETE INSTALLA T/ON AND

SERVICE DEPT.

.RENTAL s ·E RVICE
105- 7th Avenue Sou.th

Salary Open! ·;· . ··;·~-~--- ________________________ ~,

l CLUB DOMINO

l

:
·1'

:
,I

DANCE TO ·THE FINE MUSIC
o·F

I St. Cloud State's Own

LOVE is a
Four Letter Word

I

: TALLow- CHANDLE·RS :
:
I

FRIDAY and SUN .D AY

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT SHOW
:
GO-GO GIRLS
1 EVERYONE WELCOME EAST HIGHWAY 23
I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

L

:
I

1

:
1

--------------------- -------- 1
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Northern Iowa tomorrow

by Gary Larson

SCS gymnasts open season
The St. Cloud State gymnasts open up their season tomorrow afternoon at Northern Iowa. The gymnasts will
be lead by co-captains Bill
Gillespie and Steve Gerhardt.
Gillespie, a junior from Moorhead, specializes in the event,
and Gerhardt's specialty is
the long horse .

sophomore from Osseo, will
specialize in the all-around
event.
Coach Anderson is also
counting on a prom1smg
group of greshmen to develop
AS THE SEASON GOES ON. r
Vogt, from Detroit Lakes,
has shown great potential according to Anderson. Dennis
Reuter, from Cooper, is exBesides the co-captains, pected to help in the allCoach Arlynn Anderson has around event and Mike Nilles,
four other lettermen return- also from Cooper, should
ing for this year's campaign. score well on the still rings.
Dave Olson, a sophomore A third freshman from Coopfrom Robbinsdale will handle er, Dave Bills, is currently
the side horse. Gene Palmer, number-two man on the trama sophomore from Fairmont, poline.
Anderson, who's teams
will specialize in the floor exercise event. John Vandepas, have a 16-9 dual meet record
a sophomore from Robbinsd- for his two years at St. Cloud,
dale, will handle chores on is optimistic about his teams'
the high bar. Larry Watson, a fortunes for the coming sea-

'69 football team

Gillespie, Mullen Co-Captains
David Gillespie and Pat Mullen have been named cocaptains of the 1969 St. Cloud State football team.
Gillespie, a junior from Columbia Heights, divided
his time during the 1968 season between tight end and
halfback while Mullen, a junior from Minnetonka, was
the "monster" on St. Cloud's defensive unit.
Coach Rod Anfenson indicated that those two grid
standouts were selected to lead . next year's ,Huskies
by their St. Cloud teammates at a special meeting held
last week.
Anfenson also announced that Gillespie liad been
chosen this year' s Most Valuable Player. In nine games,
Gillespie carried the ball 24 times for 93 yards. He
caught 22 passes for 363 yards, returned two kickoffs for
30 'yards and scored two touchdowns and a two-point
conversion for .a total of 14 points.
Greg Thayer, · yearling quarterback from St. Cloud
Tech, was also named the recipient' of the first annual
John Weiner Memorial Award as St. Cloud's most outstanding freshman.
Thayer, who took over as St. Cloud's starting quarterback in the second game of the season, nearly re-wrote
the Huskies' passing record book in his rookie campaign.
He completed 79 of 141 attempts for 56 percent. Six of
those strikes went for touchdowns.
The award is named in honor of a former Husky freshman (from Osseo) who also led St. Cloud as the number
one quarterback in his first year under Coach Anfen son
before losing his life in a tragic automobile accident
last July.

son. In regard to the first dual
meet tomorrow Anderson
said, "We defeated Northern
Iowa last year, but they
should be improved this year
and we're expecting a tough
meet. ' '
Once again Anderson has
lined up an outstanding schedule. The Huskies will be facing three Big Ten powers this
year-Wisconsin, Michigan,
and Minnesota. Ot_h er gymnast powers on th~ schedule
include University of Chicago, Illinois St. , Eastern Illinois and George Williams college. Also scheduled are several tournaments including
the Midwest open, which Anderson calls one of the toughest in the country, and the
Nor thwest Open, which the
Huskies won last year .

'Turkey Shoot'
king, queen
named Tuesday
A " Turkey Shoot" bowling
King and Queen will be
crowned on Tuesday, Nov .
26, in a special Thank giving bowling tourney sponsored by S.A.G.A. in the
Games Area of Atwood Center . .
Men and women will compete separately for a free 10
pound turkey to be awarded
at the conclusion of the
tournament.
The holiday
special will take place between 3 and 7 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 26.
Bowlers will roll one
game only. The first man
to roll two turkeys during
the game will win a free
turkey. The first woman to
score one turkey will win a
bird. The most consecutive
strikes will win if one succeeds
in hitting the turkeys. Bowling
fee is 30 centers per person .

The winter sports program
gets underway this weekend
with the Husky wrestlers
starting the action tonight at
Halenbeck Hall with a match
against a star-studded Alumni
team.
There will be action on two
mats. with the Junior Varsity
and Intramural Champs doing
battle on the second mat.
The Letterman's Club is
sponsoring the match, with
the proceeds going to the
Olympic Fund. Besides seeing great wrestling action,
fans will be able to contribute
to a fund which helped send
Van Nelson and the Hazewinkles to the Olympic games
this past fall.
Coach Red Severson sends
his cagers into action with a
pair of weekend contests. Fri· day the cagers are at Yankton
and Saturday they host Eau
Claire at Halenbeck Hall at
7:30 p.m. Despite their loss
to the Alumni, the Huskies
again look like they 're going
to be a title threat.
The gymnastic team under
Arlynn Anderson goes to
Northern Iowa for an afternoon contest Saturday. Since
inaugurating the program at
St. Cloud two years ago, Anderson has compiled a 16-9
mark. The big question is who
will replace last year's ace
John Tobler.
The big news in the NIC
this week was the withdrawal
of ·Mankato from the conference. The Indians will be
moving t o the North Central ·
Conference. Currently the resulting schedule conflict is
uncertain. This past season
Mankato tied with Winona
for the NIC fo,otball crowi;i,
but lost its three encounters
with NCC schools. The NCC
includes such schools as
North Ddakota . North Dako·ta St., Northern Iowa. Morningside . Augustana . South Dakota and South Dakota St.
The major Bowl picture is
starting to take shape with
Penn St. and Kansas set for
the Orange Bowl. In the Cotton Bowl it is Tennessee and
probably Texas. The Sugar
Bowl has Georgia against an
undetermined foe (probably
either Arkansas or Syracuse ).
In the top attraction ifs

In Oklahoma tomorrow

Lake Stanley Draper Course
in Oklahoma City. Competition will cover a fivemile course.
Last year the Huskies
finished second in the NAIA
championships with 88 points.
just three points off the pace
set by the winners -from
Eastern Michigan .
Dirkes fi nished sixth in
1967. Slocum 16th. Remmeberg 33rd. Ma r tinson 42nd.
and Pearson 135th.
Saturday's meet will be
St.
Cloud's
1968
cross
country fi nale. and the Huskies will go into that nationa l
affair with an unblem ished
record . Thus far Thornton ·s
harrie'rs have defeated South

Dakota State University 17-42
1n a dual meet and also more
captured championships in
the St. Cloud In vitational,
Bemidji In vitational and the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference.

Register for
Varsity Bowling
All SCS women interested
in trying out for the Varsity
Bowiing Team may register
at the Games Area desk befor e 4 p.m .. Monda y. Nov .
24. Entry fee is $3 per person
for the 16 ga me roll-off beginning at 4 p.m . Monda y.

won lost
Larson ........ . ..... 45 14
Paape
.. . . ..... .. . . . 42 17
This weeks winners :
Minnesota 21-Wisconsin 14 :
Badger spirit should make
thi~.a cl~s ro.ne . . 1 L -.. s u, nr•
Ohio St. 24- · M1Cn1gan 14:
Buckeyes to finish 9-0 and
face O.J . in Rose Bowl.
Purdue 24-lndiana 10: Hoosiers have too many injuries
to retain Old Oaken Bucket.
USC 35-UCLA21: O.J . and Co.
to tune up for Notre Dame.
Kansas 27-Missouri 21 :Jayhawks to win Big Eight title.
Oklahoma 30-Nebraska 17:
Oklahoma putting on a late
season surge.
Vikings 20-Colts 17 : The Vikings have the momentum .
Dalas 34-Bears 20: Result
would have been different if
played three weeks ago.
Rains 24- Giants 17: Rams
want to take advantage of a
Coltloss.
·
San Diego 23-Jets 22: Jets
have problems on West coast.

Paape's Preditions

Six harriers enter NAIA meet
Six harriers from St. Cloud
State will converge on Oklahoma City, Okla. , tomorrow
where they will enter the
1968 National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletic Confere nce cross country champio nships.
Those
Huskies include
J erry Dirkes. junior from
Albany; Lon Martinson. senior from Babbitt ; J eff Renneberg, junior from Menahga ;
Warren Slocum. sophomore
from White Bear Lake ;
Brendan O'Brien, fres hman
from Albert Lea ; and Rich
Pearson . junior from Warren .
Bill Thornton. St. Cloud
coach. has indicated that
this year·s NAIA meet will
get underway at 10 a .m . at the

Southern Cal vs. the Michigan
-Ohio St. winner in the Rose
Bowl.
The Vikings will find out
what they're made of this
weekend against the Colts. At
least they won't have to face
their old nemisis Johnny Unitas. It's been reported that
Unitas can bearly throw a
football and that his future as
a player is in doubt. However,
with Earl Morrall at the controls, the Colt offense is as explosive as ever. Couple that
offense with a defense that
shut out two of its last three
opponents. and it spells a
tough outing for the Vikes.
. However. the Viking offense has been adequate and
the defense has been unsurpassed the past three games.
If Joe Kapp can put more
than 20 points on the board
Sunday the Vikes will winn
their fourth in a row.
Last week I acheived a
prognosticator's dream by
predicting a perfect 10 of 10
contests. My counterpart
Jim Paape was 8-2, which
isn 't bad either.
The standings going into
this final weeks prediction
are:

by Jim Paape's

Minnesota 28-Wisconsin 13-Badgers are teethless this
year.
Michigan 31-Ohio State 278Buckeye defense will never
stop Wolverine backfield.
Purdue 24-lndiana 13-Boilermakers will take off some
steam in beating Hoosiers .
USC 28-UCLA 17-Trojan·s armor will remain untarnished.
Kansas 27-Missouri 13- Have not yet recovered from
their upset loss to Oklahoma .
Oklahoma 20-Nebraska 13-Cornhuskers will nt reap a
win agai nst the Sooners .
Baltimore 17-Vikings 13-Viking defensive secondary
will prove to be the downfa ll .
'Dallas 35-Chicago IO- Bears could be likened to an army
of guns with no bullets.
Rams 27-Giants 24- Rams will have giant task of stopping N.Y. ex plosive offense.
Jets 34-San Diego 24- Will NBC deprive us of watching
the Jets win this week?

.
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Both this weekend

Husky cagers meet
Yankton, Eau Claire
I

With hopes of starting the
new season on a winning note
the Husky cagers engage in a
pair of contests this weekend .
Tonight the Huskies travel
to Yankton, S. D., and on Saturday play host to Eau Claire
St. at Halenbeck Hall. Game
time is set for 7: 30 Saturday
night.
" We expect a pair of tough
contests," reported coach
Red Severson. "Yankton has
always had a fine basketball
tradition and this year will be
no different.

" As far as Eau Claire is
concerned we really don't
know what type of team they
have. They have a new coach
and consequently a new system , so we'll have to play
this one more or less by ear,"
he added .
In regard to· his opening
lineup Severson said , · " We
really can't say for sure who
the starting five will.be. Right
now there are about ten boys
who could work there way into the starting five. We expect
to play a number of boys in
our first few c..ontests. ' '

Huskies plan for winning season as they take on Yankton and Eau _C laire
,._"._",_
this weekend. Eau Claire game is here Saturday in Halenbeck Hall at 7:30 p.m .

Matches on 2 mats

Wrestlers open season against Alumni tonight
Fans will see plenty of action as there will be matches
on two mats. Besides the Varsity-Alumni match there will
also be action going on another mat, where the Junior Varsity will tangle with the IntraThe fans can expect anoth- mural Champs.
er strong performance by the
For Huskies who will be
Alumni, according to Husky wrestling on the Alumni team
coach John Oxton. Last year include Ron and Bob Reudy,
the Huskies defeated the A- Rich Peterson, a Husky caplumni 19-17 in7·a match that, tain in '64, Harvey Shaw, a
wa·sn't decided until the final MIC champ in '66, and last
heavyweight match.
year's captain and NAIA
The 68-69 wrestling season
begins at Halenbeck Hall tonight as the Husky wrestling
team answers the challege of
the Alumni at 7:30.

The Huskies will be led by
co-captains Tom Haus and
Richard Halbert. Haus will
wrestle at the 167 and Halbert will be at heavyweight.
Dan Giffith, a sophomore will
start at 115 and Jeff Mergen,
a junior from Albany , will
open at 123. Richard Hans, a
senior
from
Columbia
Heights, will be at 130 and
Mel Cain, a senior from Emery, Wisc., will start at 137.
Don Hartzberg, a sophomore
from Robbinsdale, will wres-

tle at 145.
Facing Shaw at 152 will be
Jim Short, a junior from Anoka, at 160 Oxton will have
Steve Mitchell, a St. Cloud
Cathedral grad. Steve Beseres, a sophomore from Robbinsdale will wrestle at 177
and Dennis Shaw, a senior
from Oil City, Pa. , will wrestle at191.

be the large number of fellows we have returning from
last year," he commented.
Our major problem at the
present time is lack of deoth.

Coach Oxton expects t9
have a strong dual meet team
this year. "Our strength will

Oxton, in his first year at
St. Cloud last season, compiled a 10-8 dual meet record.

However, as the season continues, I expect that a number
of freshmen on the team will
help remedy this," he added.

According to feasibility study

Doctoral program needed in State colleges
The Minnesota State Colleges should develop plans to offer selected doctoral programs, according to recommendations contained in a consultants' study on the feasibility of establishing doctoral programs in the
state college system.
The programs should be designed to provide
doctoral graduates who are not primarily research-oriented for employment in state and
local government, educational institutions ,
and industry according to the study.
The consultants' recommendations were released Tuesday by Dr. G. Theodore Mitau,
Chancellor of the system which includes
35,000 full and part-time students at colleges
at Bemidji, Mankato, Moorhead, St. Cloud ,
Winona and Southwest at Marshall. All of the
colleges, except Southwest, now in its second
year of operation, currently offer master's
degrees.
Dr. Mitau said the outside study was requested by the State College Board which was
directed by the 1967 Legislature to investigate
and report on the development of doctoral
programs at the state colleges.
A comprehensive report with a list of recommended degrees, the colleges at which they
will be offered , program development procedures and criteria for program approval will
be submitted for Board consideration at its
next meeting, Dec. 16, Dr. Mitau said.
Dr. Mitau said that the opinions and recommendations contained in the consultants'
study "will prove extremely useful in developing a full report for consideration by the
Board and eventually by the Legislature."
The study was jointly conducted by Dr.
Harvey H. Davis, -former provost of the State

University of Iowa, and Dr. Richard Armitage, dean of the graduate school of Ohio
State University.
Their recommendations placed strong emphasis on the need for adequate funding of doctoral programs.
Plans for programs submitted by the colleges should include detailed cost estimates
and " the Board should approve a program
only if it can grant to the institution the additional funds required for its development, "
according to the study.
Drs. Davis and Armitage also stated "we
strongly urge as a first step, adoption of the
1969-71 budget approved by the State College
Board."
The $88.7 million operating budget request
is aimed at improving academic work at the
junior, senior and master'. s degree levels,
Dr. Mitau said , and will be indispensable to
provide the underpinnings for any projected
state college doctoral programs.
"The colleges are laboring under some
serious difficulties in meeting the need for
graduate work because with the increases in
state appropriations, while large , have not
kept pace with the growth in enrollment and
demand for increased service," according to
the consultants.
Their study noted that "no state college
in the Minnesota system is properly qualified
to off er doctoral prcgrams at the present
time.
" This opinion is based upon the quality of
faculty , size of library holdings . level of
research support. and space and equipment
resources available at all institutions.··
The consultants stated there is a need to
recruit additional faculty with . experience in

doctoral programs and in guiding and advising candidates for doctoral degrees.
Development of new doctoral programs will
require a minimum of two years from the
time the Board approves the initial proposal.
It was recommended that the Board employ
consultants from outside the state college
system to study specific program proposals
from the colleges.
The state colleges should eventually undertake the development of researcq-oriented
Ph.D. programs in selected disciplines, according to the study.
Three further study recommendations involved the role of the University of Minnesota
in doctoral education.
It was suggested that research-oriented
Ph.D. programs remain a university responsibility until 1975.
It would be helpful, the report also stated,
if the University of Minnesota Board of Regents would prepare a six-year projection of
doctoral programs in each discipline and establish optimum enrollment goals.
The .ct1nsultants recommended that "interested departments in the state college
system be encouraged to explore with the corresponding departments of the university the
feasibility of cooperative doctoral programs
at the present time."
The state college doctoral study was started
in May, 1968. It included interviews with officials of the State Employment Service, the
State Department of Education. the State Junior College Board, the State College System,
the University of Minnesota , the State Conservation Department, the Higher Education
Coordinating Commission and several major
Minnesota industries.
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Text of the President's address
PRES!DENTIAL ADDRESS

And as president of this college I give this promise to you:

By Dr. Robert H. Wick, President
St. Cloud State College

violence, and although we despise the use of undue force, if legally forceful. means

(Made at an all-college convocation at 11 a.m. Thursday, November 21, 1968,
in Halenbeck Hall, St. Cloud, Mir.nesota, open to all faculty, staff, students
and interested citizens. )

The events of the past two weeks have prompted me to hold this convocation.
I had 'intended to have it some time ago but other more pressing administrative

an educational revolution ••• This revolution is changing higher education from

wrapped in a pseudo cloak of democratic behavior.
This college c011111Unity should not, it cannot, and it SHALL NOT turn itself over

its offerings ••• It is a revolution which all of us have fashioned.

on college campuses have been fostered by persons who pose as students--but who
Let it be known that when a non-student interferes ·

with the normal operation of this college, he is in violation of the college rules

Fach of

We cannot disown it.

I would remind all of you that many of the recent problems that have arisen

are, in fact, non-students.

the privilege of the few to the opportunity of the many who can profit from

must accept and deal with it.

It is far better to ACTIVELY insist upon, and secure, responsible action

roots upon which are grown this democratic society.

I sta ted in my Inaugural Address t wo years ago, "We are in the midst of

us is the architect of some facet of its nature.

EMPLOYED!

to individuals or groups of individuals who would overthrow and destroy the very

Today I will carry out rrry original intent as well as

comment on some of the events of the past week.
As

are required to carry out the true missions of this college THF.SE MMNS SHALL BE

on the part of all concerned than it is to live in tyranny which haa been carefully

Students, f a culty, staff, and friends of St. Cloud State Col:ege.

duties prevented it.

although we abhor

and regulations and shall be subject to civil action.

We

disturbances involving students have been litigated.

We are responsible for its ultimate nature

is the recent Missouri Case.

and direct i on ••• 11

Let it also be !mown that
One example of this litigation

I quote, in, part, this decision.

"Attendance at a

tax-supported educational institution of higher learning is not compulsory.

These statements and their significance have burned themselves into my
memory as deeply as the valleys that slice through the expanses of our mountains.
Not only do they exemplify what now exists, but they are strangely prophetic

The federal Constitution protects the equality of opportunity of all qualified
persons to attend.

Whether this protected opportunity be called a qualified right

or a privilege is uni111portant.

of the future of higher education.
Today education .must belp ·provide for the demands spawned from the

It is optional and voluntary.

"'lbe voluntary attendlt.nce of a student in such institutions is a voluntary

unusually complex social and economic forces of our times, which in turn have

entrance into the academic co~ty.

been concei ved and borne al i ve by an even more complex sci entific and techno-

voluntarily usumes obligations of performance and behavior reasonably imposed by

logic society.

the institution of choice relevant to its lawful functions.

Yesterday's folkways and mores'have been torn fromtleir roots

to be come fuel for the blast furnaces of social change.

At no time in man's

By such voluntary entrance, the student

"So long as there is no invidious discrimination, no deprival of due process,

hi story has he found himself to be such an intricate part of the coun t less

and no abridgment of a right protected by cirCWll8tances, and no capricious, clearly

kaleidoscopic changes in whi ch he is both observer and parti cipant.

unreasonable of unlawful action employed, the institution may discipline students

At no

previous t i me has man least understood the potential f or good and bad that can

, •• No student may, without liability to lawful discipline, intentionally act to

come from t he invent i ons he has created.

impair or prevent the accomplishment of any lawful function of an educational

The role of our colleges ar,d universities is such that they must serve as cat-

institution."

alysts for this change, while also uniquely serving as stabilizing forces to prevent
society and its people from being,hurled into space in an orbit of eternal darkness
and helpless oblivion.

For those who might easily forget, permit me to generally and very sWllllll.rily
recount a small portion of the progress which haa already been made on this campus

While the college must actively promote the democra tic principles upon which
this nation has been founded and maintained, it must alsd somehow spell out and
secure the r esponsibi liti es.

The f i rst charge is the easier of t he t wo .

The pro-

progress towards cooperative and democratic action among students, faculty, and
administrat i on:
1.

motion of democracy can be largely achieved with students , faculty, and adminis-

No

tration working cooperatively i n a unified effort.

unprecedented in this college or in Minnesota history.

institution of higher educa-

And I

the administration.
2.

hastily point out that the word "cooperatively" does not imply total harmony on
all issues.

Only in a totalitarian state is there alleged to be total "agreement."

Currently there is provision for students to serve on all-college committeet
which shape the policy for the academic and student climate on this campus.

3.

Yet it is the latter kind of total "agreement" which is sought by those forces which

We have accomplished a relaxing of dormitory and other regulations which
more directly places upon the students the responsibility of living as

would maime and destroy the genuine democratic process.
A democratic societY_ is not an easy one to achieve and sustain.

It acts as a kind

of "world court" in which students interact with faculty, and those with

tion can achieve possible greatness without this total involvement, and no college
or university can better teach and therefore learn democratic procedures.

We now have the President's Commiasion, the establishment of which was

adults in this adult society.
It is fraught

4.

We have.a 1:10re democratic means for due process in solving problems

with many differences of opinion, much debate, many times with hurt feelings, and

involving alleged student infractiolllS ·o f the rules and regulations of this

sometimes with temporary loss of personal pride.

campus CODDUnity.

And to ''. cooperate" does not imply

an end to orderly, peaceful, and responsible demonstrations and dis~ent • .:2u~ta ~he

opposite.

All of these are so important to this nation that they are guaranteed by

the Constitution of these United States of America,

The intelligent citizen will

These are but a sampling of the accomplishments now enjoyed, and they are
but a prelude of what can follow.
But d~mocratic involvement demands democratic action aa I have already stated.

continue to support these guarantees because they have been proven to be the prin-

Oi\e si:re method by which all of us can promote these ends is stand up and be counted.

ciples underlying the greatest and most enduring form of government ever conceived

If we leave the standing and counting to the annihilators of hWIIIIII progress t if we

by man,

as students, faculty, and administrators, don't have the courage or don't take the

Voltaire stated it well when he said, "I disagree with what you say, but

I will defend to the death your right to say it."
But dissent must be carried forward by responsible people promulgating responsible and reasonable ends.

It cannot be permi tted to exi r,t under the guis e of

time to let OUR voices be heard, we have no right to whine when the privileges and
the rights of democratic involvement are stripped from ua and we find ourselves
living under the oppression of autocratic control.

You--yes YOU, and !_. and the

democratic procedure if ito end res ults s queeze the life from the ma jority for the

person next to us must make our own convictions known--we must stand for our rights

greedy benefit s of the few.

or we will lose to those few who would run our lives by making decisions and by

I t cannot"be permitted to exis t if it r avages t he toil

of thousands and millions of responsible men and women who have left a legacy of

implementing policy that will relegate everyone to the role of automatons living

excellence from which we may draw in order to better plan for and initiate future

among a handful of twisted personalities and diabolical sadists.

growth and development.

We must take part in student government, in faculty affairs, and in the

This student body and this faculty will not permit themselves to be intimidated,
to be coerced, or to be beaten into the same molds as irresponsible dissidents who
may attempt to rear themaelves and their irresponsible doctrines on this campus.

ADDRESS
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rights for equality.
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&anating from that meeting was a general policy statement

which was subsequently released from my office.
Although the meeting itself was somewhat lengthy the time devoted to the

machinery of administrative policy, or we will moet surely lose the opportunity, and

actual pr eparat i on of the s tatement consumed only a fr action of t he total t i me s pent ·
it will be lost to a bandf'ul who will dictate the policy and the procedure.
in discussion.
I cannot be too forceful in my challenge to you.

Be

And because it was prepared without benefit of the time I usually

ACTIVE IN YOUR COLLEGE
spend in thought, research, and reflection, not to mention consultation with other

COMMUNITY.

Yes - it does take time.

Yes - it does take courage.

But the results
administrators, faculty, and students, the statement was perhaps not as clearly

are well worth the time and effort expended.
specific as it might have been.

For these reasons I wish to amplify certain

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED!

commitments made within the statement., and to possibly clarify some portions which
Let me now turn to a more recent matter and with the events which have shortly
seem to be unclear to a few persons who have graciously taken of their time to
preceded them.
contact me in their regard.
All of us are very keenly aware of this nation's progress in insuring that our
First of all the B-Sure Corporation mentioned in the statement is an organiza-.
black citizens shall have an equal opportunity to live the same decent lives as
tion which was created by black students on this campus f or the purpose of securing
their white neighbors ••• to be provided the same opportunities t o ~ the respect
and recognition which has so long been denied them.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

----------

their stated desires.

B-Sure is .!!21 an official college organization, and the

All of us well know that

college is not responsible for it,

It is .!!21 the same as the Project Soul committee

to help insure these opportunities, and
which

1la6

mentioned earlier, and which was formed, among other things, for the

most of us are aware t hat colleges and universities have willingly supported these
purpose of providing an organization in which the program might be carried_ out.

It

laws by seeking out and welcoming black s t udents _and faculty to their campuses. ·
In or der to assist in this task this college has become involved in a number
of areas and programs.

of dealing with such points as securing black teachers, black advisors, supervisors,

I.et me review some of these :

One ••• last spring the college administrati on established an ad hoc committee to
help provide grant money for minority students.
(or Student Opportunities Un-limited ) provided
Economic Opportunity Grant matching funds.

The program, called PROJECT SOUL

n ,000

for minority s_cholarships plus

With this money this college has been

able to recruit fifteen more students than last year, or a total of twenty-four,
Two, •• many very concerted attempts have 'been made to hire black faculty.
Fach time we were apparently outbid by other more wealthy institutions.

I say

apparent l y because although we had progressed to the point of actually receiving

Three ••• last month the college co-sponsored a resource conference on minority

Two •• ,a promise was made to assist the black students in making contacts for the
purpose of raising money or outright gifts for the rental or purchase of a building
to be used as a culture center for all minority students.

It should be noted that

this did not include any state monies involving tax dollars.

It would not be the

prerogative of this administration to seek to encumber state funds for this purpose,
And the possible rental or purchase of a building will necessarily have to be off
campus because, again, I cannot obligate state properties for this purpose

Although I have not lent the same personal efforts toward assisting the other
similar organizations such as our fine fraternities and sororities, in securing

teaching in cooperation with the Central Minnesota Human Relations Council.
was

and counselors and some of the other points mentioned in the original statement.

regardless of its potential merits.

acceptance s , the acceptors secured other positions.

Four ... A "Share the Dream" meeting

i s this l a tt er colllllU· t tee , Project Soul, which will be charged with the r esponsibility

quarters off campus,

i felt the need and circumstances in this particular case were

held on the campus, hosted by the college
sufficiently out-of-the-ordinary to warrant my involvement.

administration in cooperation with the Tri-County Human Relations Council.

The type of culture

Frank G,
center envisioned has, I believe, the potential for making white people more aware

Kent, Minnesota Commissioner for Human Rights, led the meeting which was designed
of the history,_ the cultures, and the total backgrounds of our minority peoples.

It

t o secure greater colllDllnity and college involvement in minority prob~e!DS,
is hoped that this center will ass i st in bringing about a keener understanding of
Five, •• College faculty and administrators are members of a steering committee
these people and their unique cultures, and by better understanding them permit us
which was formed to propose the establishment of a St. Cloud Human Rights Commissi on.
to better help them establish thems~lves in a framework of equality in our society.
Six ••• the first Centennial Year speaker at the college on October 14~ was
I also believe it is far, p:,re difficult for minority peoples to secure this kind
James Farmer, the former national director of the Congress of Racial Equality.
of facility.

In fact it Ca?\)i>e so difficult that, without special assistance, a

Seven ••• the equality of educational opportunities was defined ' by Robert Strom,
worthy venture might otherwi e never _come to fruition.
Ohio State University professor of education and psychology, at a public lecture
But let me recognize publicly the excellent work which has been accomplished by
held on this campus October 1O~.

The meeting was sponsored by the Teacher Corps,
our white students in securing their off campus quarters, and let me sincerely

by Project Share, and by the college's Behavioral Science Association.
commend them for the contributions they have made and are making toward securing a
Eight ••• Three southern black educators were the principal participants in the
total education for each student on this campus.

They have been, and I trust will

School of :Education's Centennial symposi um on Race Relations held on November 6th.
always be, loyal and excellent campus citi~ns.
During their stay on c11Dpus they met formally and informally with students and
Three ••• wherever "minority" students are mentioned in the statement it should be
faculty to exchange views and ideas and to promote better understanding of one segremembered that this includes more than black students.

For a very long time I have

ment of our minority society.
had a keen interest in our Minnesota Indians and in helping to provide for their
The School of :Education will sponsor two more Centennial meetings on race
education beyond high school.

There are, of course, other minority groups who are

relations during the year,
just as deserving of this kind of assistance.
Nine ••• The Teacher Corps--Minnesota's first such project--was funded at
Four.,.tbe charge to Committee Soul will be one to investigate the elements
St. Cloud State College with a half-million dollars of federal monies,

This was
of the individual items involved, to plan a program to be followed, and to make

accomplished largel y through the tireless efforts of one of our faculty in cooperaits recommendations to the President who will present them to the Faculty Senate
tion with the School of :Education and the City ~f Minneapolis.

The program is devoand others for possible implementation.

ted to the preparation of qualified teachers who are committed to education and who
Five,.,the statement indicates the President's promise to tncourage department

I

have a desire to teach in disadvantaged, - racially concerned areas.

The public- school

system and the black community of Minneapolis have been intimately involved in the

chairmen to hire black instructors when vacancies occur.
past and I shall continue to do so in the future.

This I have done in the

It is one more way we can

program.
willingly comply with exi.s ~ine 1s-~ which are designed to event ually accomplish
0

Ten, •• The St. Cloud branch of the American Association of University Women has
scheduled a speci al program on "Human Ri ghts and Its Legal Aspects" to be held on
February 5th on this campus.

Speakers include Frank G, Kent, State Commissioner

of Human Rights and Minnesota Attorney General Douglas Head,

The meeting will b~

, open to the public as well as to the college community • .
I have mentioned these things to review what has been done and what will be
turther done to help PROMOTE THE LAWS OF THIS LAND which have been designed t o assist
the black people in securing their rightful place in the soci ~ty of th~ nation.
On Monday afternoon at 3:00 P. M. a group of black student s met i n my ox'fice

with certain demands which they believed would further help them establi sh their

total integration.
Six.,.the full-time Director of Project Soul wi th supporting staff, which was
referred to in the statement, indicates the a l location of one full-time pos i t ion to
this task in the fall of 1969, with whatever clerical assistance may be r easonably
needed, whether that clerical help be student or ci vil s ervice assistance, whi chever
.may be available.

At present , we have a part-time director of PROJECT SOUL.

Finally •• ,it is important, I believe, f or me to reassure this gathering that
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no otticial action ot any important nature whatever will be considered by my office
for implementation unle5s it has been first reviewed by the appropriate 5tudent,
faculty, and administrative bodies on this campus.

This is a policy and procedure

ecumenical martiages
discussed at state campus
minister meet

which have been well established on this campus and they will not be negated in
this case, just as they have not been overlooked in times paet.

It would be totally

unrealietic and unthinkably lacking in democrati c procedure if the Office of the
President were to function in any other way.

The students and faculty, as well as

the administration on this campus, have not merely a right bµt an obligation to
review such matters and to make their recommendations.
In closing permit me to remind every person present that educati on is not a

job for one man, one faculty, or one student body.
us 111U8t share in whatever capacity we can serve.

It is a job in which each of
I shall continue to look to all

of. you -- faculty and students -- for ideas and direction.
This is a task which presents a challenge to the people of thi.8 nat i on and to
this co11111Unity:-a challenge to invest of ourselves whatever we can to make possible
a strong, more democratic and more emphatic society.

A challenge whi ch, if met,

will make better citizens of all of .us, and wiil reap a bountiful harvest much
richer than the golden touch of Midas, or the magic _of Alladin's lamp.
The challenge is with us.

The job is ours.

let's work together to get that

job accomplished.
Thank you.

both men. women

USAF interviews to be held Dec. 5
Interviews
for
college
seniors and graduates interested in the United States
Air Force Officer Training
School Program will be held
at St. Cloud State in Atwood
Center on Thursday, Dec. 5
for the male and Dec. 6 for
the female in room A-151 , Atwood Center.

Recruiting Officials will
be on hand from 9 a .m. to
4 p.m. to answer questions.
Information on all available programs will be available for all interested persons. The Air Force needs
qualified persons for training in such fields as Pilot,
Navigation, Scientific En-

gineering etc. The Air Force
also needs WAF Officers to
fill positions in fields as
Intelligence, Space Systems,
Administration,
Education
and Training and many more
exciting and -rewarding areas.
For all the facts , stop by and
see the Air Force Recruiting
Officials.

Ecumenical
marriages
were the chief topic of discussion at a state-wide meeting
of campus ministers and
chaplains held at Newman
Center on November 8.
Thirty staff persons representing religious organizations on university, state and
junior college campuses
throughout Minnesota took
part in the discussions.
Dr. Leonard Sevidler, fellow at the Ecumenical and
Cultural Research Center,
Collegeville, and professor
in the Department of Religion, Temple University, presented a paper on " The Positive Aspects of Inter-Religious Marriages" and the clergy shared their experiences
in counseling with students
contemplating such marriages.

in terminology for those entering religious-oriented marriages, and suggested dropping the term "mixed" marriage and . the term " interfaith" marriage. They suggested using the term " ecumenical" marriage for those
who enter marriage from differing religious backgrounds.
They urged all who enter
such marriages to enter in
a spirit of dialogue rather
than one of dispute and they
also urged them to strive for
ecumenical development in
their own marriages and in
the world around them .
They called upon Roman .
Catholics to discontinue immediately their practice of
exacting pre-marriage promises. They also suggested replacing dispensations with
simple permissions.
They asked students of difThe Revs : Raymond An- fering religious backgrounds
derson, Willfred Illies, Jo- who are contemplating marseph Ottoson, Marvin Repin- riage to seek ecumenical
ski, and Nicholas Zimmer counseling before entering
served as hosts for the meet- into suc}J marriages. They
ing. At its conclusion the fol- suggested that such couples
lowing statement was issued. be an ecumenical experiment
Campus ministers called in their own marriages and
on all concerned with the that these couples be enmarriage of students to help couraged to raise their chilthem improve conditions for dren with an openness to all
students and help them serve churches.
They suggeste-9 that coupstudents in this most imporles in · ecumenical marriages
tant area of life.
They encouraged educators meet with other such couples
to provide family life studies on a continuing basis. They
and preparation for marriage thought this dialogue could
programs in colleges and be helpful in_ developing :reuniversities where they did ligious instructions for children--based on biblical sourcnot now exist.
Thev called for a ·change es.

Plaster body, greedy worms
make for morbid atmosphere
by Sue Heineke

"God Bless our Funeral Home."
When instructed to create an environment for an art project, ten students did
just that. The created a morbid atmosphere
by constructing a very realistic grave scene.
Upon entering the "chapel" in Headley
Hall, one is greeted with organ music that
typifies a solemn occasion. Dimmed lights
and the solemn music make one wonder if
there is more than one dead body in the
room . And since it seems costumary to give
dead people flowers, there are several
boquets.
The morbid environment which opened
Nov. 14, could not be complete without an
expired body. Since there were none on
campus, the industrious students made one not a real one - a fake, but a realistic looking one. Plaster was used as a mold for the
head, while the rest of the body was stuffed.
After viewing the body lying in the
coffin, it was time to "!ift the lid and peer
within the grave and watch the greedy
worms that eat away the dead ." This delightful phrase did not come from a biology
book, but from a book borrowed from a
St. Cloud funeral home. The quote is painted on a paper hanging outside the passageway to the grave containing the dead person
and the greedy worms.
Peering at the skeletal remains left by the

worms seems to draw the most comments
from student visitors. Some comments thus
far: "When I die, I'm going to be put in a
'worm-proof' bag" and "I hate worms, except myself." Then there were the more
serious remarks complimenting the students
on how realistic their work of art is, " how
inspiring it is."
"We want everyone that comes in to
create their own impression of the work,"
Ann Ruyin, one of the art students, said.
"Some thought it was disgusting; others
liked it."
She explained that the project " started
as a group endeavor, but as we kept building, we all had different [eelings toward it.
It was kind of weird." The initial cost of
the art environment was $5. Some of the
articles were borrowed from a St. Cloud
funeral home, others were donated by the
students. The coffin was made by two of
the art students, David Petersen and Kingsley Dorholt. The other art students who
participated in the project were Rick Mittelstadt, Duane Mode, Dean Hoffman, Carol
Peterson, Jeanene Rethlake, Ann Ruzin,
Yolanda Martini, and Bernice Johnson.
More than 2,000 SCS students have paid
their last respects to the dead figure. Did
you make your visit?

THE BODY
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The week in pictures

News Conference
·······················~
In the photo upper right,
Gary Printup is shown speak•
ing to the White meeting
Tuesday night in Atwood
Center. Later, Scotty Stone of B-SURE also spoke to that
meeting, shown in the upper
left photo.
The left center shot was
taken of the group gathered
in the hall in front of_ the
president's office in Whitney.
Black students guarded the
door throughout the evening.
In the right center photo,
Paul Ridgeway, seated, one
of the Student Senators~ is
shown preparing a statement
asking students outside Whitney House Monday to refrain from violence.
In the photo at right,
college vice-presidents Terrance Montgomery and Dr.
.Dale Patton discussed the
Monday events in Montgomery's Whitney
House
office.

volved in college student
affairs referred to B-SU RE
" director Scotty Stone, Dr.
Wick said, "not totally ." He
indicated that there have been
others over the past several
years. He also said he did nol
know Stone well enough to
tab him an "outside agitator. "
Regarding his meeting
Monday with B-SURE , Dr.
Wick said he is "willing to
talk with anyone in good
faith" and this was his
attitude before the B-SU RE
meeting began.
In future student matters, Dr. Wick· said that the
representatives
speaking
should be students.
Looking back at the Monday meeting, Dr. Wick said
"I had made up my mind
the da y before to see this
through and I knew it would
be very long .'' Dr. Wick
added that he thought it was
"much too long."
The president, when as ked
if he knew the Black students
personally, said he had met
with several Black students on
three occasions - one last
spring, Sept. 30 and Monday. -+'he Sept. 30 meeting
and Monday's dealt in part

~=-.tr---

·(cont.fromp. l)

with the cultural center.
In reference to the Chicago Tribune editorial accusing the administration of
bowing to the demands of a
few students, Dr. Wick said,
"It's difficult to editorialize
when you don't have full
knowledge of the situation.
Some of the statements are
exagerated .
Terrance
Montgomery,
vice president for Institutional
Relation s, said that between
75-100 letters awaited the
president and that the tenor
of most was one of firmness.

PETITION
( cont. from p. 4)

text of the speech varied
greatly from what he based
his support on. he might not
support the finished product
himself. He said not petition
would be circulated until after the president's speech
Thursday.
He indicated that if enough
support was shown for the
speech it would present a
" united front '' supporting the
principles the president outlined.
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Sunday

'Hatful of Rain'

The James B . Harris production
of "Lolita," starring James Ma son,
Sue Lyon, Shelly Winters, and Peter
Sellers, will be presented this Sunday
in the Brown Hall Auditorium at 8
p .m . This screenplay is based on a
nevel by Valdimir Nabokav . "Lolita"
is a controversial film of an elaborate
baroque vi sion of comic despair.

A war veteran can no longer face reality. The world
takes advantage of him and
uses him for what it may. He
turns to drugs.
Michail Gazzo's play, A
Hatful of Rain, speaks of a
lack of communication. Listen to Reader's Half-Hour of
KVSC Radio 88.5 at 7:00 this
Friday, then communicate.

Experimental College
Movie-making class in Experimental College will meet at 8
p.m. Monday, Nov. 25 in Headley Hall 215 to view recent student films . The group also will
make final plans for group films .

Gamma Derta
Thanksgiving Dinner on Tuesday ,
Nov . 26 at 6:30 p.m. at H o ly Cross
Lutheran Church, 5th and 8th Ave .
So. Guest speaker will be Rev . Menkie and his topic will be role-playing .

Penny Room
"Kind Hearts and Coronets"
will be presented this Friday at the
Civic Penny R oom in Atwood at 3
and 7 p .m . "Kind Hearts and Coronets" is a screenplay by Hames and
John Dighton, starring Alex Guiness, ,
Dennis Price, Valerie Hobsen and
Joan Greenwood. This is a film of
"great w it , sharp direction, with
superb performances of a splendid
cast. "

Quakers
Quakers will meet at Alex
Stack's
back
upstairs
ment,
1220 8th. Street

apartSouth,

Sunday. Nov. 24. at 8:30 p.m ..

Check$ available

Sigma Alpha Eta

Winter Quarter N.D.S.L.
and E.O.G. checks will be
available to eligible students the week of Dec. 9 to
13. To facilitate this procedure this schedule is to
be followed:
1. During the week of
Dec. 2 thru 6--Report to
Room 139, Stewart Hall, to
sign a register indicating
the hour of the day the student wishes to pick up his
check. The register will be
set up to cover hourly periods between 8 a.m. to 12
noon during the week of
Dec. 9 to 13.
2. During the week of
Dec. 9 thru 13--Students
report to Room 139, Stewart Hall, at the hour for
which they registered and
ick up checks.

3. These checks must be
used for payment of tuition
and fees.

Sorority pledges
Delta Zeta has pledged I 9
new members.
They are Brady Anderson ,
Anita Axmark, Ann Bishau,
Kathleen Bowar, Ann Dwelle,
Sue Eliason, Sharon Lee
Fjone, Bonnie Kay Gerdes,
Colleen Hoyt, Sharon Ingersoll,
Christine Rose Lazarz,
Vicki Lynn McCleary, Linda
Nelson, Sandra O steraas, Patricia Kay Parlee, Patricia Lee
Peterson, Donna Preusser,
Stephanie Rock and Mary
Ann Talbott.

Speech Pathology Fraternity
will meet Tuesday night. Nov.
26. at 7:30 p.m. in Civic Penney
Room. Atwood Center. Guest
speaker will be Doctor Severin
· Koop . an otolaryrigologist in St.
Cloud. Coffee and cookies will
be served following the meeting.

10 certts per line
Stop at room 136 Atwood

WANTED

PERSONAL

WANTED: Apt. 2-4 men. Jan. 1. Call
Dave 252 -4099.

HOWDY to Barb: Garvey's tray paper
picker!! - J .J .

WANTED : RIDE daily to and from
Brooklyn Center or will join carpool.
Call 252 -9109 after 4 :00.

TO THE GIRLS at Larry: Tim has
Gail. so lay off.

TYPING WANTED: Phone 252 -9966.
UNWANTED: 33 ½ records for room
217 . Headly Hall. Drop off anytime.
TYPING
WANTED.
251 -61 B4.

Reasonable .

fey

Eichten ,

Linda

Erickson ..

Nancy Frederickson. Kathleen
Gonbior.
Beverly Krany , Kathy McIntyre. Linda Moulyill. Mary Saiko.
Rita Sandy. Susan Schroeder and
Sharon Stock.

serves ...

s·t. Cloud State's
Faculty, Staff and Students

WANTED: Ride to Dubuque. Iowa or
vicinity Nov. 26 or 27 . Call 255-2484
Buzz 2.

STILL NOT RETURNED: One cream
46L Penn ies dress coat. W ill buy back!
Call Jim Paulson - 251 -6372.

WANTED: BASS. lead. organ and lead
singer to play underground w ith experienced lead-rhythm and drums. Phone
after6 :00. 251-1913 ask for Pete.

·ACTION GIRLS of 9th : You know how
to wear (tire) a guy out.

WANTED: RIDE to Brooklyn Center
for Thanksgiving. Contact as soon as
possible Dave Youmans. 113 Case Hall.
255-3573. 2 buues.

WANTED: One female roommate. 2
room furnished apt.. $27 .50 mo. plus
utilities. 252-8299 .
GIRLS: ROOMS 4 blks. from campus and town . Kitchen. living room . TV
Winter quarter. Unapproved. $95 quarter. 251 -2116.
WANTED : O ne male roommate to
share apartment at Woodland Hills with
two sophomores. Call 252-3089. after
6:00 p.m .
2 VACANCIES for college women m
newly remodeled house 4 blks. from
campus. L & L Housing. 715 -6th Ave .
So .. phone 252-7935 or 252-7186. ask
for Jackie.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN. Six bedrooms
two kitchens. two full baths. study
room . recreation room. utility room. two
porches. and parking. $90 per qtr. in"eluding all utilities. Call Mr. Rolek at
252 -0367 or Mr. Pierskalla at 251 8532.
UNFURNISHED
ONE-BEDROOM
apartment for rent in Woodland Hills
available Dec. 15. Call 252 -0427 after
4:30 p.m .

APARTMENT FOR RENT: for four or
five men or women two bl cks from
college. Off street parking, available
Dec. 1. 252-0046.
VACANCIES FOR WINTER quarter
for women. Light housekeeping. Close
to college. Parking. Many other facili ties. 251 -3287 or 393 -2nd Ave .
Contact Sandy.
SLEEPING ROOMS men. cooking pri vileges. 2 kitchens. off stree parking,
3blks. from Downtown $35 a month.
252-5231 .
PANELED ROOM, 2 boys. rent $35
month. 252 -2134. 632 -6th Ave . N.
ROOM FOR ONE GIRL beginning
Winter Quarter. 1015 So. 8th Ave .
251 -6703. Cooking Privileges.
ROOM FOR GIRLS. W ill take one or
two. breakfast privileges. $30 per
month.
WANTED: 3 responsible girls to rent
house on 15th Ave . So. and 2nd. 252 0649.
FURNISHED BASEMENT apartment.
utilities furnished . Avalable for 3 or 4
college males. winter quarter. 2 ½ miles
from school. 251 -7078.

NORTHWESTERN
Bank & Trust Co.
30-6th Ave. So. "Member FDIC" 252-6600

Frenchy

for

Sadie.

GARY - 1929 awaits you!!!! It's about
time you had a press release!! - J .J .

MARK'S SECRET remains his own.
Sorry gang - But the river beds are
silent J.J .
TO MY FELLOW VULTURES: Just
because Mark's not dead. is no rea son to pick his bones J. J .
MEDIC, Why do we need a doctor
when we 've got you ? BG 's

ROOMS FOR RENT: Girls call Cres at
252 -2 505 - night. 251 -1 650 - day

"The progressive bank ... with you in mind"

DING-A-LING day is coming!
LINDY wants
Hawkins.

WANTED: ONE MALE roommate to
share furnished home with 3 others
4 blks. from campus. Call 251-4 722 .

Gamma Sigma Sigma has welcomed 14 pledges into its sisterhood.
They are Kathleen Ashner. Sue
Bautch, Emmie Binnebose. Shir-

SORRY ABOUT that Wendy.
THE SCORE is 167 to 157.

ART WORK for art sale sponsored
by Kappa Pi Sunday. Nov. 24. Drop
off work Sat.. Nov. 23 at 343-3rd Ave .
So. 20% Comm ission charged to works
sold.

ROOMS FOR RENT

Gamma Sigma

TO DAVID ASHTON : Congratula tions on kicking the habit. Signed Al coholics Anonymous.

ROOMS FOR RENT : 4 girls for winter
quarter. cooking facilities. one block
from campus . 395 -2nd Ave . So .. 252 8240.
MALE STUDENT HOUSING
2
blocks from campus. Everything furnished $96 per qtr. 626 -6th Ave . So.
VACANCIES FOR WOMEN winter
and spring quarters. L & L student
housing . 912 5th Ave . So .. 252 -7518.
ask for Carol.
WANTED : Girl over 21 to share apartment w ith another girl beginning Jan. 1.
Close to college and downtown.
252 -3300 after 5 p.m .

CALL 2492. 314D. 2 buzzes and wish
Jim a Happy Birthday.
JIM, Happy Birthday ! Dani.
MEDICI! BG 's.
THE 9th floor girls wish to thank the
6th floor guys for a great turkey dinner.
Tee Hee Hee.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: White 61 Ford. good condition. reasonable . Call-25-7 -7677 .
FOR SALE: 1961 Ford Falcon auto.
Motor overhauled last Spring. good con-clition. 252 -7720 after 5 :00 p.m.
FOR SALE: Craig - 252 -6470. Also
1964 Ford Galaxy 2 dr. hardtop.
FOR SALE: 1962 Buick Special : 2
door hardtop. 4 speed. red. Best offer
takes - Call Cindy 255-3436.
SIX STRING hollow body electric
guitar: 2 pickups - select switch separate volume and tone controls case. strap. and amplifier included $275.00 - Call Mike after 6 :00. 2529714.
ATTENTION
LOST: Women 's glasses. If found call
Janet Steinhauer. 2377.
HEY FELLAS! Would you like to meet
an Italian signorian. A German fraulein.
or a Swiss miss? Meet the people and
learn their customs. Join us in Europe
this summer. Only $535. Call Gina
(251-0262).
AURICLE
52 1-4th Ave . So.
Pierced - Pierced Look Earrings
4 -9 wkdays
1- 5 Sat.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S Alterations
252-2204.
WINTER STORAGE : for your motorcy~le in dry. heated basement. Very
reasonable. Call 252 -8238.
IF YOU'RE DOING THE RING THING
go .first to Feiler Jewelers. tlie last word
in Diamonds.
TRAIL RIDES, HAY
small groups. Bonfires
Call for appointment.
mile east of Persian
RIDING STABLE .

RIDES. large or
with picnic area.
25· 6065. One
Qub. - PARISH
---

ATTENTION: Ride wanted to Florida
during Christmas break. 252 -9943 .
Denny.
ART SALE : Sunday. Nov. 24. 343 3rd Ave . So. 2 -5 p.m .
PRINTING - Flyers. tickets. posters.
programs. xmas card imprinting. Fast
service. Pal-Ner Printing, 19th and
Division. 252 -0033 .
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER with vocal ability wants to get into rockgroup. Phone 251 - 1913 ask for Jere.
QUICK SERVICE PRINTING . . Posters . Flyers. Tickets, Brochers. Pal -Ner
Printing. 19th & Division. Phone 252 0033 .
SUPPORT HIGHER EDUCATION
by patron izing the FILLING STATION .
The only gas station owned and operated by college students. It's in with the
college crowd !

